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Student Contributing Editors 

The nine Canadian Schoo:s of Architecture 
have been invited to nominate student con
tributing edi tors to Architecture Canada, 
and to date three have been named, Peter 
Dandyk for Waterloo, Norman F. Hotson for 
Toronto, and Ronald Rayside for McGill. The 
"Schools" section of Architecture Canada 
will now be available as a forum for the ex
change of ideas and opinions between un
dergraduates in the schools of architecture 
and as point of contact with architects in 
private and government, etc. practice. The 
object is to improve communications be
tween the Institute and the practitioners and 
those now preparing for careers in the 
profession. 

Hospital Architecture Exhibit 

Architects in Canada are invited to exhibit 
hospital projects in an exhibition of hospital 
architecture at the Convention-Exhibition 
of the Association of Hospita:s of the Prov
ince of Quebec at P:ace Bonaventure, Mont
real , from May 14-16. Entry forms have been 
mailed to RAIC members and must be re
turned by January 3, with the registration 
fee of $10.00. Material must be received for 
preliminary screening February 20 and 
material must be shipped to arrive in Mont
real on April 26th. Members of the architec
tural Advisory Committee are: Dr Jacques 
Gelinas, Sous-Ministre, Ministere de Ia 
Sante et du Bien-etre, Quebec; Roger Le
page, Directeur general adjoint, Hotei-Dieu 
de Levis; Patsy Colangelo, MRIC, Montreal, 
Paul-Marie C6te, FIRAC, Chicoutimi ; Peter 
Dobush , FRAIC, TPIC, CUQ, Montreal, 
Chairman. Exhibit postal address is 2055 
Peel St., Suite 700, Montreal110. 

African Bank Competition not Approved 

The UIA advises that it has not given its 
approval to a competition for an African 
Development Bank Competi tion at Abidjan, 
Ivory Coast because the competit ion " does 
not offer any guarantee and is in district 
contradiction on all points of view to inter
national regulations." The competition 
therefore dones not have RAIC approval 
and members are advised not to participate. 

1969 Reynolds Award Nomination 

Nominations for next year's $25,000 
Reynolds Aluminum Award may now be 
made. Nomination forms (submission 
deadiine February 3rd) and data binder 
(submission deadline February 25) are 
obtainable from the American Institute of 
Architects, 1735 New York Ave. N.W., 
Washington D.C. 20006 D.C. 

Toronto Architect Wins Film Prize 

" Distances and Hidden Rooms", a movie 
made by Toronto architect Gerald Robinson, 
won first prize at the National Film Board 
Festival of Canadian Films in October. The 
Hidden Rooms are located in the Toronto 
subway system and the fi!m is described as 
an erotic and sensous response to a steri:e 
environment. The Distances are traversed 
through tunne:s of images of other l ives: 
subways will never be the same. The sound 
track consists of early romantic love poetry 
of Ted P:antos, fused into an electric score 
by composer John Mills-Cockell of Inter
systems. The film is distributed by Film 
Canada, 1 Charles St. East, Toronto 5. 

Building Code for the North 

A document of value to those concerned 
with construction not only in the Northwest 
Territories and Yukon Territory, but also in 
northern parts of provinces where perma
frost is encountered, is the new " Building 
Code for the North", with a special 
supplement on the technical aspects of 
construction, prepared by the Division of 
Building Research, NRC, Ottawa, (NRC 
9945, Price $1.00). The east-west line across 
the accompanying map shows the southern 
limit of permafrost in Canada. 

News 
Nouvelles 

Annual Meetings 

Alberta Association of Architects, Voyager 
Hotel, Banff, January 23, 24, 25, 1969. 

Nova Scotia Association of Architects, 
Sword and Anchor Inn, Chester, N.S., 
February 8, 1969. 

Ontario Association of Architects, Royal 
York Hotel, Toronto, February 20-22, 1969. 

Has Downtown Still a Future? 

An international congress on the theme "Has 
Downtown Stil l a Future" will take place in 
Stockho:m from May 19-23, 1969, under the 
sponsorship of "Town Planning and 
Distribution," a new international association 
formed in Brussels last year to promote 
cooperation and exchange of information 
between all persons concerned with the 
problems of commercial town planning. For 
further information write the association at 
61 rue Montoyer, Brussels 4. 

Planning Study Course in U.K. 

A two week study course in urban and 
regional planning will be conducted under 
the auspices of the Bri tish Council in 
G'asgow and vicinity from March 22 to 
April 3 1969. Fee is £85. Write British 
Council, 80 Elgin St., Ottawa. 

New Portland Cement Edition 

A new edition of " Design and Control o f 
Mixtures" is now available from the Portland 
Cement Association, 116 Albert St., Ottawa 4. 

Films on Art and Architecture 

The 1968 catalogue of Fi lms on Art 
including 109 on architecture, architectural 
decoration and archeology, is now available 
from the Canadian Centre for Films on Art, 
PO Box 457, Ottawa 2. 

Coming Events 

Mies van der Rohe Exh ibition, National 
Gallery, Ottawa, January 25-February 23. 
(Only Canadian showing). 
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Alfred Neumann, 1900-1 968 

This last October, Architect Alfred Neumann 
died in Quebec City. No longer with roots in 
the c ities of Europe or the Middle East 
where he had taught and worked, Professor 
Neumann came to Canada and spent his last 
three years teaching at Laval Un iversity. 
As a tribute to him as a teacher, his students 
bought h im a p lot of ground for his burial 
here in Canada where they wished him to 
remain. 

It was in 1955 as a new graduate that I first 
met Alfred Neumann in Switzerland at a 
ClAM Congress. I later accompanied him to 
Paris where he kindly showed me the atelier 
he worked in under Auguste Perret at 25 bis 
Rue Franklin. I a lso accompanied h im to 
other Perret buildings and later to the Place 
Voges and into the gardens of Palais Royale 
where the' French aristocracy used to 
ming le. In this brief association I had come 
to greatly admire him as a teacher and a 
man. 

Born in Vienna in 1900, he had studied at 
the Akademie where he received the Peter 
Berhens prize in 1925. During his time in 
Vienna and In Paris he came to know Adolf 
Loos, Piet Mondrian and Auguste Perret. 
In 1927 he worked in the private office of 
Peter Berhens on department stores for 
Frankfurt A.M. and Zagreb as well as 
dwelling type developments. Under Auguste 
Perret he was sent to A lgiers on several 
projects for the government. In 1930 he was 
associated with Lubetkin and Ginsberg as 
well as maintaining h is connection with 
Perret. 

At the time of our meeting in Switzerland he 
was the Dean of the Faculty of Architecture 
at the Israel Institute of Technology and 
subsequently produced the works for which 
he will be remembered as an architect 
whose influence we are still to realize. 
One of his works il lustrated here and on 
pages 34 and 38 with his article on Irrational 
Factors in Building Industrialization, is 
Ramat-Gan in which Zvi Hecker was an 
associate. 

On the few tr ips that Professor Neumann 
and h is wife took to Toronto both my wife 
and I spent many fascinating hours listening 
to his conversat ion and h is philosophies. 
It is seldom one has the chance to meet a 
truly great man and benefit so much from 
brush ing against his ideas. 

Although few of h is projects were realized 
and he died fee ling unfulfilled, the results of 
his struggle and research into building 
forms will have important implications for 
the future of architecture. He was a gracious 
gentleman and one of the last of the group 
of modern architects of the 1920's who were 
themselves great individualists. 

Peter Goering, MRAIC, Toronto 
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A Tribute to Alfred Neumann by J. Zvilna 

Alfred Neumann Dubiner Building Apartment House in 
Ramat-Gan, Israel Neumann and Hecker 
Architects 







1969 Convention 

RAIC/ AlA Joint Convention, 1969, Chicago 

Three days of seminars and workshops related to the immediate 
concerns and problems of the architectural profession will feature 
the RAIC/ AIA, first International joint convention in Chicago from 
July 16-20, 1969. 

There has been an encouraging early response to the circular 
letter sent all members by RAIC Headquarters, asking for an 
expression of interest in group transportation arrangements to 
Chicago. From Toronto, HQ has received 96 replies, from 
Winnipeg 43 and from Montreal 41. These are the three selected 
points of departure tor charter fl ights to Chicago. Vancouver has 
sent 16 replies also, and more are expected from other parts of the 
country. 

The theme of the Convention is the " Short Range Goal" of the 
profession and the purpose of the seminars Is to define and 
discuss the different aspects of the theme. 

It is planned to have an "Urban" presentation on June 25 based 
upon reports presented by visiting critic teams - a Canadian 
three-man team to visit Chicago and prepare a critical planning 
report , and an AlA team to visit Montreal. 

June 24 will be " Design Day" with emphasis on the urban 
environment. Workshop topics will be: Involvement and 
Leadership; Quality of Urban Life; Transportation; Economics of 
Building and Family Shelter in the Next Five Years. 

June 26 will be "Business-Professional Practice Day" and 
Workshop topics will be : Liability - Professional Responsibi ~ ities ; 

Fees-Compensation ; Educational Process; the Problems of the 
Smaller Practice; Changing Forms of Practice (the mu!ti-discipline 
team). 

The June 27 subject will be the " Techno!ogy of Practice" with 
sessions on Systems; Information Retrieval ; Product Technology 
for Systems; Construction Management; Programming. 

All convention events will be held at the Palmer House Hotel and, 
with the exception of the College of Fellows Convocation and the 
business sessions of each Institute, all program events will be 
held jointly. 

Federal government participation wi ll take the form of a 
Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce display, plus 
sponsoring the attendance of architect members of the 
Department's advisory committees to serve on seminar panels, etc. 

Communique 

l ' IRAC/ AlA Assembh~e Conjointe, 1969, Chicago 

Trois jours de seminaires et de sessions d'etudes se rapportant 
aux interets immediats et aux problemas de Ia profession 
d'archltecture, marqueront Ia premiere convention lnternationale 
de I'IRAC et de I'AIA, tenue a Chicago du 16 au 20 juillet, 1969. 

Une reponse encourageante a eta revue a Ia lettre circulaire 
envoyee a tousles membres de I' IRAC, par le Siege Social 
demandant une opinion d'interet sur !'organisation du transport en 
groupes, a Chicago. Le Siege Social a revu de Toronto 96 
reponses, 43 de Winnipeg et 41 de Montreal. Ceux-ci sont les trois 
points de departs selectionnes pour voyages aeriens a Chicago. 
Vancouver a aussi envoye 16 reponses et plus encore sont 
attendues d'autres parties du pays. 

Le theme de Ia convention est " I'Objectif de Ia Profession dans un 
Avenir Rapproche" et le but des seances est de definir et discuter 
les differents aspects du theme. 

Le 25 juin, il est propose d 'avoir une representation " Urbaine" 
basee sur des rapports presentes par les equipes de critiques 
visiteurs. Aussl, un groupe de trois hommes canadians dolt visiter 
Chicago et preparer une critique sur l 'amenagement et un groupe 
de I'AIA dolt visiter Montreal. 

Le 24 juin sera le "Jour du Dessin" ayant pour sujet principal, 
l'environnement urbain. Les sujets d'interlocutions seront: La 
Participation et La Direction ; La Qualite de Ia Vie Urbaine; La 
Transportat ion; Economies sur Ia Construction; et le Logement 
Familial dans les cinq prochaines annees. 

Le 26 juin sera consacre aux " Affaires et Ia Pratique d'Architecte" 
et les sujets d 'interlocutions seront : Engagement
Responsabllitees Professionnelles; Baremes des Honoralres ; 
Deve!oppement Professionnel : Les Problemas des Petites 
Agences; Formes changeantes de Pratique (l'equipe de discipline 
multiple). 

La discussion du 27 juin sera "La Techno!ogie de Ia Profession" 
avec seances sur Systemes; Relevement de l'lnformatlon ; 
Techno!ogie des Produits employes dans les Systemes; 
Organisation de Ia Construction : Programmes" . 

Tous les evenement de Ia convention seront tenus a Palmer 
House Hotel et, avec !'exception de Ia Convocation du College des 
Fellows et des Sessions d'Affaires de chaque lnstitut, tous les 
programmes seront tenus conjointement. 

La participation du Gouvernement h~deral prendra Ia forme d 'une 
exposition preparee par le Ministere du Commerce et de 
l ' lndustrie et en plus, le Gouvernement doit se porter garant de 
!'assistance des architectes qui sont membres des comites 
consu ltatifs au Ministere, pour servir comme temoins aux 
discussions, etc. 
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If there's a word to describe 
Leif Jacobsen it is fussy. 

If there's a word to describe 
his designs it is expensive*. 

Should you be watching a Leif Jacob
~en craftsman at work (and you are 
hereby invited to do so) you would see 
why his prices are the way they are. 

To begin with Leif Jacobsen is in
tolerant of compromise. He encourages 
his staff to be just as fussy. 

Let the example of the 190 chair 
illustrate why an uncompromising 
point of view tends to nudge the prices 
up a bit - and at the same time gives 
you full va lue for your (or your client's) 
dollar. 

This is the Jacobsen 190 chair with 
steel legs. 

Its attractiveness and 
function have got it in
vited into Top Dog offices 
where comfort is para
mount, and into hos-

• p ita! waiting r ooms 
where toughness and 

hard wear are important. Over 100 
have been shipped to Geneva, Switzer
land and 10 to the Canadian Embassy 
in Djakarta. They couldn't find any
thing as good at the same price locally 
or from anywhere else in the world. 

Th is is the Jacobsen 190 with 
wooden legs and a secret. It is fre
quently sold in this 
delicate configuration. 
And here is where 
Jacobsen fussyness 
pays off. 

With a chair of this 
design you can't make 
a wooden base strong enough to last 
and st i ll have it look good. Some try. 
But nobody can. So rather than com
promise either the design or the sturdi
ness, Jacobsen builds a secret into the 
chair. The wooden legs are actually 
sol id slim wooden sleeves over un
breakable steel shafts. 

Jacobsen reports that he has never 

*but worth it. 
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heard of, or seen, any 
other chair made this way. 
The steel base with tne 
wooden sleeves give the 
chair the lightness the 
design demands but the 
sturd iness you demand. It 
is virtually unbreakable. 

This is a normal plywood shell for 
a chair of this type. 
Since it's a 3fa mould· 
ed ply, it's flex ible. It 

tends to work and bend, and ultimately 
loosen up. % ths inch ply also has this 
annoying habit. 

The Jacobsen shel l is un ique. It's 
built with two layers of moulded ply
wood separated and reinforced by 
space rs . This 
st ressed con
s truction uses 
surface tension 
to give added strength. Jacobsen 
c lients have never had a single she l l 
or base fail. Which leads us to the 
little known, but unusual guarantee 
Jacobsen puts on this chair. Should 
this Jacobsen chair fail it will instantly 
and without question be made good. 
Note: this does not mean a one year, 
two year, or ten year guarantee aga inst 
fai lure. If, under normal use, it fails 
~ it will be made good. Naturally 
this remarkable guarantee doesn't ap
ply to such th ings as cloth or coverings 
(but we could be talked into it, if the 
covering is leather.) 

If, by chance, you consider the 
Jacobsen fussyness more of a virtue 
than a sin have them quote your cur
rent project. You' II find the quote a bit 
h igh but not that high. 

LEIFfJi 
JACOBS,~.~ l{g 

130 YORKLAND BLVD 
WILLOWDALE, ONTARIO, 449-67 11 

















So111ething special in plyw-ood 
The architects who designed the addition to the John 
Wi lson Elementary School at lnnisfail, A lberta, wanted 
to create "the fee l ing of something special" in the new 
library. They succeeded by using a fir plywood radia l 
folded plate roof system. 
By its very difference from the standard flat classroom 
roof, the fo lded plate roof of the library helps to create 
the desired special feeling. The library is an octagonal 

area and the roof spans about 49 ft. Each of the eight 
folded plates is 23ft. long and lOlfz ft. wide, tapering 
to 2 1/ 2 ft. at the centre. 
Fir plywood solved a design problem at lnnisfail. How 
about yours? Send for a free copy of Fir Plywood Fo lded 
Plate Design. Write on your company letterhead to: 
Plywood Manufacturers of B.C., 1477 W. Pender St., 
Vancouver 5, British Columbia. 

I PMBC EXTERIOR I PLYWOOD 
The edge.mark PM SC EXTER IOR identifies plywood manufactu red w ot h waterproof glue. 
Plywood Manufacturers of B.C., 1477 W. Pender St. , Vancouver 5, B.C. 
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If security can place 
your reputation on the line ... 

• Easier Key Identification 
• Fewer Key Mix·Ups 
• Less Key l oss 

.. ' 

A key factor in security is Visual Key Control. The Corbin Visual Key Control 
system restricts entry by unauthorized people. There is no identification on the 
key for unauthorized duplication. See your Corbin distributor for additional 
information. 

go with the line with the reputation for security 

CORBIN LOCK DIVISION 
BELLEVILLE , ONTARIO 
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"Tomahawk" by 13urlington Carpet Mil l s 

The Skyline Hotel in Toronto knew 
what it was doing when it put down 

carpeting of DuPont Nylon. 
Saving llloney. 

In the 'Pub', a popular bar at the Skyline 
Hote l as in all high traffic catering establish
ments spills happen . Acoustic flooring made 
of Du Pont Nylon is engineered to resist 
stains and resul ts in lower maintenance and 
replacement costs. 

A national study done to compare mainte
nance costs between acousticflooringand re
silient flooring showed 67.1% reduction in 
costs. In the samples compared , annual 
maintenance of 1000 square feet of acoustic 
flooring amounted to $86.40 as opposed to 
$262.25 for resi l ient flooring. 

Du Pont Nylon also gives many years of 
good wear. So in the long run acoustic floor
ing made of Du Pont Nylon pays for itself. 
But it has more going for it than saving 
money. Du Pont Nylon specified in the right 
colour and construction, can provide t he 
most serviceable floor finish as well as 
quietness, safety, warmth and luxury. 
Du Pont have prepared a 
comprehensive tec hnica l 
manual comparing today's 
fibres in the contract market. 
Write for your persona l 
copy of 'Acoustic Flooring' to 

Contract Division, 
Du Pont of Canada, Lim i ted, 
P.O. Box 26 
Toronto-Dominion Centre, 
Toronto 1, Ontario 

.} 

" 
DuPont Carpet Nylon. ~ Shouldn't you be doing something with it? 

VB-2268 
CANADA 

TJJe ' 'nme you can uust m f1bres 
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Servicing the Arts for 
Architecture 

" God (and Canada Council) helps those 
who help themselves." 

Press Release: A Canadian publishing 
experiment in 1966 has become a success 
story. The experiment by the Royal 
Architectural Institute of Canada in 
publishing an authoritative catalogue 
of art for and in architecture has resulted in 
this working tool for architects becoming 
part of the Canadian scene. In publishing 
Volume 2 of the Allied Art Catalogue a fact 
has become acknowledged. Volume 2 has 
come about as a result of a steady demand 
for more of the same. 

When the RAIC instituted the A llied Arts 
Column four years ago and subsequently 
supported the natural growth of the liaison 
work of the Allied Arts Department of 
Architecture Canada, hard-headed visionary 
action was taken to rectify an appalling state 
of servicing between the professional artist 
and architect. 

The architect generally, for whatever reason , 
was not part of the small esoteric group 
associating with and cognisant of the top 
professional contemporary world of art. 

With a shift of emphasis in architecture from 
a condition of no-art (or non-art done by the 
obliging artisan) to that of serious considera
tion of creative art with, or complimentary 
to architecture there was revealed a serious 
schism between both professions. The free 
wheeling society of professional artists 
(where professionalism may be defined as 
an attitude towards production rather than a 
licence to practice by qualification) showed 
a remarkable indifference to public relations 
and liaison. The architect in acknowledging 
this hard fact, in a world where he was used 
to his right to commission being delicately 
courted, had the sense to Induce Moham
med to come to the mountain by creating 
liaison and servicing for the professional 
artist within the RAIC structure. That "idea" 
is now a practical working service 
department. It has become an ever ready 
source of information on competent creative 
talent to a widening aud ience of 
universities, laymen, schools and corpora
lions and public works departments 
commissioning artists for architectural 
work. 

This initiative only points the way for future 
action for others. The catalogues, files and 

Arts 

Yves Trudeau's white cement wall at University Hospital, Research Section, 
Sherbrooke, Architects, Belanger and Tardif, 1968 

2 Walter Redinger's "Adhesion Number 2", 8' square Fiberglass panels 
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•ere can you get 
a curtain wall that: 

has a rain screen design 
offers a wide range of insulation values 
uses concealed fasteners 
has removable and reclaimable panels 
and costs as little as $1.25 per sq. ft.? 

From Johns-Manville! 
---------------------------11~ 

The Series 500 Wall !J ~ 
Just one of 8 different types of J-M Wall Systems. 

F. A H. Gallop. 
Vice President & General Sales Manager. 
Building Materials. 
Canadian Johns-Manville Company Limited. 
565 Lakeshore Road East. 
Port Credit. Ontario. 

Fred Gallop: Please send me mformation on your Industrial Insulated Cunain Walls. 
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dynamic servicing are a direct challenge to 
all the galleries and so called art societies, 
to look to their outmoded structures and 
really seriously consider what kind of 
services exist in Canada for professional 
artist-designers. If they cannot reconstruct 
their outmoded policies then they must 
cease to exist as recipients of funds or dues 
in the name of professional artists. 

The government has spent thousands, 
probably millions by now, in promoting the 
Design Center through the Department of 
Industry in Ottawa. One would have thought 
that information on the artist-designer for 
architecture would be naturally included as 
a dynamic section of the service bureau . 
Not so. Perhaps it is time for the Office of 
the Design Adviser to seriously consider 
the inclusion of "fine artist-designers" as 
well as industrial designers in their classi
fication systems. They are both productive 
"form makers" in the struggle for Canadian 
identity. 

It is a challenge to all those who "spiv" on 
the artists image either as professionally 
paid servants or as sympathetic voluntary 
helpers to see that the creators they so 
admire are handed true service rather than 
second rate patronage. 

To avoid autocracy there is a real need for 
several authoritative publications and 
reliable bureaus if information is in the best 
interest of the top creative artists of this 
country. What we need to help liaison are 
continuous sources of selective visual facts, 
the who, the where and the "know how" in 
the commissioning and purchasing of art 
especially, for public places. 

Catalogue Number 2, 1968! 

In the meantime the architectural profession 
through the RAIC presents with pride
Catalogue No. 2. 

The RAIC having initiated the act, it is up to 
every registered architect by personal 
purchase of a copy for his own shelves, to 
endorse his faith in his Institute's contribu-

3 
Jack Bush's painting "Striped Tower" at 
Scarborough 
Peinture de Jack Bush, "Striped Tower" a 
Scarborough 
4 
P/exig/ass Sculpture by Peter Kolisnik, solid 
black and transparent grey. 
Plexiglass sans titre, noir opaque et gris 
transparent 

3 

tion towards cultural liaison in the arts. 4 

We present to you some visual extracts 
from the catalogue. After that it is over to 
you to support the venture. 
Anita Aarons 
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A press release we have just received 
fr~m Mountain Meadows Developments Ltd. 
starts thus: 
" Plans for the largest and one of the most 
imaginative residential subdivisions in 
Western Canada were unveiled In Kelowna 
today!" The evidence for this extravagant 
claim of "most imaginative" is thin - in the 
first instance the method of planning the 
project, (if it can be cal led a method) 
by subdivision, hardly augers well. 
Planning by surveyor? Also In the press 
release is this juicy piece of social 
theory; "The Dilworth Estates program 
envisages the opening of residential 
development lots for people in all circum
stances; those of modest income, those w ith 
much more economics potential who want 
to settle on the areas with a commanding 
view of the countryside, (our italics) retired 
people, and others who may wish to group 
together for various purposes. How's that for 
an imaginative way to plan for maximum 
returns? Push the poor below. 
On the credit list are Promotion and Sales 
Manager, Solici tors, Auditors, Trust Com
pany and Engineers. No Planners! No 
Arch itectsl 
The last, and conclusive piece of evidence 
for this " imaginative subdivision" is a photo
graph(1) of a model of the scheme, for which 
approval has not yet been obtained. The 

imagination displayed to date seems to 
consist of running roads along contours, (for 
the most part, anyway) in concentric rings, 
and lining them wlth houses. On the hills are 
high rise, in the val ley the shopping center. 
Oh for a buyer's market. 

Another press release, this one more 
charming was received from Nippon, P. R. 
Counsellors, Inc., Tokyo, Japan. It begins 
thus: 
" Pavilion of Japanese Tradition, Tokyo, 
Japan, Aug. 5- Since the biblical Tower of 
Babel, architects have had a hankering after 
the sky." And we know what language 
problems they had. 

Review 
Revue 

3 

Construction of a $3,600,000 classroom 
block and $4,600,000 extension to the 
science complex at Simon Fraser University 
(2) will start immediately. It is expected the 
new facilities will be in operation by the fall 
of 1969. The classroom block has been 
designed by Erickson and Massey. 

"This giant vinyl-coated heavy duty nylon 
fabric 'bubble' (3) served double duty at the 
Great Canadian Oil Sands Ltd. complex in 
Northern Alberta during and after construc
tion. Under the cover, construction work and 
concrete pouring was uninterrupted by 
winter blizzards. Equipment was stored, and 
at plant opening 600 guests were seated for 
a barbecue lunch. The bubble measures 100' 
wide by 200' long." Canadian Plastics 
June, 1968. 

AJDand BM 
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when you buy 
a II one-step" 
insulation. 
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acteristics in Armaflex work to
gether - in balance. We don't 
shoot for high-scoring honours 
w ith just one property. Because 
you don't buy a "one-step" in
sulation for just flexibility- or 
dimensional stability - or con
ductivity- or any other single 
characteristic. You buy it for total 
insulating performance. 

It's our precise balance of in
dependent properties that causes 
Armaflex to outperform other in
sulation materials. As you might 
expect, Armatlex has a first-place 
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acteristics. But we're not about to 
crow on that score. Total perfor
mance is our message. 

For more information and liter
ature write : Armstrong, Packaging 
and Industrial Products Division. 
P.O. Box 919, Montreal. 
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Book Reviews 

The City Region in Western Europe 

Robert E. Dickinson 
General Publishing, Toronto, 1967, 306 
pages, $2.50 

This book studies the nature and influences 
of the city and region from the aspect of 
human ecology and geographical relation
ships. Professor Dickinson's writing is clear 
and well Illustrated with examples from 
cities in Western Europe. The abridgment of 
his original work, "City and Region", has led 
to the omission of certain sections and 
chapters on the United States. The reader 
may feel the need for further examples and 
contrasts outside Western Europe. 

The theory of centrality and the hierachy of 
cities is an Interesting concept, but as the 
writer points out, " The real meaning of a 
city, however, can only be grasped In terms 
of the country In which It is situated." 
This comment is substantiated by his 
examples of the city- regions in Britain, 
France and Germany. 

At a time when so many people are 
becoming aware of the problems of 
expanding cities and urban renewal, It is 
worth while studying the causes and effects 
of our present city structures. More 
architects are being involved in large 
projects which can no longer be isolated 
from the context of urban and environ
mental planning. A seemingly simple 
problem has become an extremely complex 
one, and the search for its solution is 
centrifugal encompassing the city, the 
region and even the nation. The influences 
and effect of an urban community extend 
beyond its boundaries and traverse 
artificially constructed administrative areas, 
which tend to confuse and stifle 
comprehensive planning. This is the main 
theme of Robert Dickinson's book. 

The majority of the work is written without 
bias although Professor Dickinson obviously 
favors the philosophies of Lewis Mumford 
and in his conclusions he agrees with the 
Idea of neighborhood units and a cluster of 
reasonable sized town forming a "regional 
city" focused upon a "mother city". 

Conrad Laban, MRAIC, Calgary 

The Fragmented Metropolis, Los Angeles 
1850-1930 

Robert M. Fogelson 
Saunders of Toronto Limited, 1967. 
362 pages, $11.95 

Los Angeles must be cited more often than 
any other city in discussions on the failures 
of North American town planning. The 
reason for the planners' obsession with Los 
Angeles is partly the magnitude of the 
planning errors committed by the city but is 
mainly due, in my opinion, to the refusal of 
the Los Angeles apologists to admit that 
they have made errors In the first place. 

This book by Robert M. Fogelson acts as an 
antidote to the chorus of criticism that has 
been heaped on the city mostly by 
commentators who have not understood the 
origin of the Los Angeles problem. Rather 
than condemning all that has happened 
Fogelson sought to understand why It 
happened; what conflicting forces, political, 
economic and sociological have served to 
shape the city. It would seem to me that this 
type of objective analysis is particularly 
essential now for architects to remind them 
that all their dreams of total environment are 
likely to remain just dreams if they do not 
understand how communities function and 
evolve. 
Fogelson divides his book into two stages. 
In part one he documents the history of Los 
Angeles, describing its origins as a pueblo 
and tracing Its rise until 1930. In part two he 
concentrates on the practical aspects of the 
city growth and shows how the city 
authorities repeatedly failed to grasp 
opportunities from their neglect of their 
embryonic rapid transit system to their 
unfortunate choice of a civic center plan . 

Yet In this f inal chapter " The Simple Life" 
he states his belief that the fundamental 
reason that Los Angeles did not become a 
great metropolis was because of the 
inhabitants chronic nostalgia for a rustic 
simple bygone world represented by their 
never ending search for a pastoral suburbia. 
But this Is a form of myopia that stil l 
bedevils just about every corner of the 
American dream and explains so much from 
their preoccupation with colonial archi
tecture to their adventures In Vietnam. 

My main disappointment with the study Is 
that Fogelson ended, to all intents and 
purposes, with the year 1930. While I agree 
that the pattern of fragmentation was 
established by this t ime surely the full 
realization of what this would mean In terms 
of a viable and healthy social community 
was not fully evident until the fifties and 
sixties. The drama of a huge city strangling 
itself in a net of freeways, automobiles and 
parking lots has been one of the most 
fascinating aspects of urban development 
in the last twenty years. 

Nevertheless this is an interesting and 
Important book. 

P. G. Hemingway, MRAIC, Edmonton 
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Resumes 

Page 35 
La Construction industrialisee 
Moshe Safdle, MIRAC 

La construction modulaire est a Ia mode! 
Le public et les politicians crolent que les 
"systemes de construction modulaires 
industriallses" constituent Ia panacee 
magique de nos problemas urbalns. 
D'apres moi, les systemes de construction 
veulent dire trois choses: une methode de 
construction technique tres organisee; un 
systeme environnemental; un moyen 
ratione! non arbitraire ayant affaire au 
procede du dessin. L'industrialisation de Ia 
construction n'est apres tout qu'un outil vers 
une fin - un certain environnement. II faut 
done separer !'evaluation des outils et du 
produit - l'environnement; trop souvent no us 
les avons confondus. Quel est le potential 
de Ia construction industrialisee? La grande 
demande et les ameliorations possibles 
dans !'organisation de Ia main d'oeuvre a 

Maison Appartement, Ramat Gan, 
Architectes, Neumann et Hecker 

tout niveau semblent offrir une base 
d'investissement profitable etant donne Ia 
planification et Ia coordination de 
!'administration. Sans doute il y aura des 
forces sociales qui s'y opposeront et m~me 
peut-etre des pouvoirs politiques; quant aux 
Influences psychologiques empechant 
!'acceptation par le public, certaines forces 
publicitaires contre-psychologiques 
pourralent en venir a bout. Une 
fragmentation de !'industria genera 
egalement son succes. Un systeme de 
construction bien organise aura raison des 
prix eleves des terrains resultant dans un 
complexe a un prix plus raisonnabie. 
L'ingenuite peut tout accomplir iorsqu'il en 
resulte de gros profits. 

Mais pourquoll 'architecture considere+elle 
un tel changement? D'abord, 
l'accroissement de Ia population necessite 
!'acceleration de Ia construction, done, 
!'industrialisation et Ia mecanisation. 

Ensuite, Ia reallte politique- des solutions 
environnementales dol vent s'appliquer a 
toute Ia population non seulement a certains 
groupes -Ia technologie contemporains est 
une exigence obligatoire pour construire 
davantage. Puis, Ia concentration regionale 
de Ia population en immenses villas, done le 
besoin de construire des environnements a 
plus grandes densites. Et enfin, Ia densite 
est Ia plus grande force influencant les 
systemes urbains et de construction. 
Ca coOte plus chere de construire un 
envlronnement a grande densite qu'a basse 
densite ayant des amenites egales. II faut 
considerer Ia construction en tant qu'une 
division complexe de l'espace en trois 
dimensions, pas en tant que batiments sur 
terrains individuals. Ce n'est que Ia 
techno! ogle qui nous permettra de 
construire un environnement a haute denslte 
avec toutes les amenites attendues- a part 
le fait que plus de 50% de notre population 
ne peut pas s'offrir un logement convenable. 
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l'lndustrialisatlon de Ia construction ne veut 
pas dire forcement Ia prefabrication. 
C'est Ia reorganisation d'une Industria ou 
tousles procedes sont integres dans un seul 
procede dans une organisation coordonee
une uslne, Ia main d'oeuvre permanente ou 
une grande partie de Ia construction est 
accomplie- com me, par exemple, Ia 'cellule 
spatiale'. Cela veut dire egalement qu'une 
auto rite corporative peut investir dans Ia 
recherche, qu'une industria peut amortlr le 
coOt du dessin d'un produit sur un grand 
nombre d'unites, que ceux desslnant le 
produit desslnent ausslles outils et Ia 
machlnerie qulle produisent et qua 
l'investissement dans les frals d'outlllage 
sera amortllogiquement. Mals 
!'industrialisation ne garantie pas un 
envlronnement convenable- voir I'URSS. 
La question Ia plus critique est si nous 
serions capables decreer un environnement 
rich'e, varia, offrant des cholx a l'lndlvidu, 
permettant !'expression individuelle dans 
les limites des organisations a grande 
echelle, de Ia production en serle, Ia 
fabrication repetitive et Ia planification 
contrOiee. Le bilan du potential de Ia 
technologie dans notre environnement dolt 
~tre fait par rapport a nos capacites d'y faire 
face en tant que dessinateurs. 

Page37 
Des Facteurs lrrationnels dans 
l'lndustrlallsation de Ia Construction 
Alfred Neumann 

Un bfttiment ou une ville est una structure, 
un systeme de structures; une structure est 
largement independante de ses elements de 
construction. L'lndustrie du b~Uiment tralte 
des elements de construction avant tout, 
pas avec l'environnement total. Done, les 
recherches en construction doivent devenir 
des recherches en structure; m~me les 
recherches des systemes dans 
!'industrialisation de Ia construction se 
montrent trop restreintes pour inclure 
!'architecture et toutes ses implications du 
comportement humain irrationnel. On arrive 
a conclure que !'architecture vient toujours 
en priorite en tant que Ia structure Ia plus 
generale. Tant que ces rapports 
fondamentaux entre !'element et Ia totalite 
ne sont pas recherches suffisamment, tout 
essai en coordination et en normalisation 
sera en vain. La priorite de Ia totalite 
architecturale est, Ia clef a une 
industrialisation efficace, non pas Ia 
sommation des elements qui produit 
!'architecture de l'absurde. A present, toutle 
domaine indique un developpement 
irrationnel rendu meme plus grotesque par 
Ia rational ita des details. L'industrialisation 
n'est ni Ia panacea pour tousles maux de 
!'architecture ni !'instrument diabollque pour 
detruire les valeurs traditionnelles. Son seul 
critere est si oui ou non elle s'adapte a Ia 
creativite dans l'environnement humain. 
II faut no us debarasser de bien des 
restrictions economiques imposees sur le 
procede de !'industrialisation
!'architecture ne resultera jamais des 
methodes de production les moins cheres. 
Son economie se comprend en termes 
humains et en Ia projection a longue vue. 
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Quant au produit industrial, on l'accepte 
so it pour ses valeurs esthetiques reelles ou 
supposees (Ia perfection fonctlonnelle) ou 
on le rejete pour son manque de qualltes 
esthetiques (le romantisme du passe) ou on 
prend position entre les deux. 
l 'industrialisation a ete developpee Ia ou on 
-a le moins besoin- dans les batiments 
administratifs- au lieu d'etre appliquee Ia 
ou on- ale plus besoin -le logement. 
Aux pays en dElVeloppement las techniques 
traditionnelles de construction ont ete 
perdues et une nouvelle "non-architecture" 
- les bidonvilles- est apparue employant les 
dechets qui resultant des prodults 
industriallses et qui constituent 
probablement le plus grand volume de 
construction dans le monde. Ce qu'on volt 
moins clairement c'est le style batard 
produit au Canada par le reviHement des 
vieilles batisses avec des materiaux 
industrials. Malheureusement, 
!'industrialisation ne consiste qu'en 
l'indivldualisation d'un produit- le choix 
d'elements Industrials dans !'architecture 
pas pour leurs valeurs rationnelles mais 
pour leurs qualites emotives. La production 
de Ia construction industrielle fait face au 
probleme de Ia planification, ou le manque 
de planification, Ia question etant si oui ou 
non on devrait proceder a una planification 
totale de toute Ia production; en pratique, 
cecl empeche le progres et cree Ia banalite 
bureaucratique sans lalsser de place a Ia 
creativite. Le crltere ultlme est l'harmonle de 
l'environnement. La planification des 
elements de construction lndustrialises est 
un moyen non pas une fin en sol. La 
structure d'une construction s'enmele aux 
elements rationnels; Ia surimposition d'une 
structure entierement rationnelle, telle que 
dans Ia planification, deforme Ia logique 
structurale et prodult ces batlments 
mulatres typiques de Ia bureaucratie du 
logement universelle. l 'ordinateur ne peut 
que renforcer cette bureaucratie. 

Page39 
Les Systemes generateurs de Systemes 
Christopher Alexander 

Deux idees se cachent dans le mot systeme: 
l' idee du systeme en tant que totalite et 
l'idee d'un systeme generateur. En tant que 
totalite, le systeme n'est pas un objet mais 
une fac;on de regarder un objet. II centre sur 
quelque phenomena de holomorphose 
pouvant ~tre compris seulement com me 
etant le produit de !'interaction de ses parts; 
les proprietes res plus remarquables sont 
celles qui determinant Ia stabilite qui est Ia 
caracteristique Ia plus importante du 
systeme. En parlant de systeme, si no us 
pouvons constater le comportement 
holomorphologique des parties 
constituantes d'un objet, leurs interactions 
produisant ce comportement et Ia fac;on 
dont ces interactions produisent 
l'holomorphose, nous pourrons done faire 
!'abstraction du comportement 
holomorphologique de !'objet. Nous verrons 
ainsi le systeme en tant qu'abstraction sans 
regarder les choses elles-mllmes. En 
insistent trop rigldement sur !'idee qu'un 
systeme est un modele abstrait nous 

pourrlons Mre amenes facllement a trop 
abstralre- comme, par exemple, lorsqu'un 
analyste de systemes considere un b4tlment 
-II decrlt res acoustlques, le chauffage, Ia 
structure, etc., comme des systemes et 
n'identifie pas les systemes humalns et 
sociaux plus interessants parce qu'il est 
incapable de les decrire en termes 
explicites. D'ou s'ecoule deux lec;ons: ne 
pas appeler quelque chose un systeme 
vous ne pouvez pas Identifier le systeme 
abstralt dont vous parrez; apprendre Ia pre
miere lec;on mais sans que cela vous pousse 
a faire d'abstractions faciles. Ce point de 
vue des systemes vous menera a vous 
rendre compte que les caracteristiques les 
plus importantes des ~tres humains sont les 
resultats de leurs interactions avec d'autres, 
que Ia sante des villes est produite par 
!'interaction des parties interdependantes y 
compris les theatres et les tau dis. C'est un 
point de vue moderne et discipline du sens 
du merveilleux. 

Un systeme generateur ne voit pas un seul 
objet; c'est un assemblage d'elements ayant 
des reglements qui determinant comment 
ces elements peuvent etre combines 
com me, par exemple, le systeme 
democratique qui pose certains reglements 
quanta Ia nature de Ia representation, le 
cholx des representants, etc., et en principe 
dolt generer Ia liberte et un bon 
gouvernement. Toute combinaison 
d'elements ne sulvant pas les reglements est 
depourvue de sens ou fausse. Un systeme 
de construction est un systeme generateur: 
il fournl des elements- colonnes, poutres, 
panneaux, etc., - qui doivent etre assembles 
suivant certaines regles. Presque tout 
systeme en tant que totallte est genere par 
un systeme generateur. Si nous voulons 
creer des choses qui fonctionnement com me 
des "totalites" no us devons inventer des 
systemes generateurs pour les creer. 
L'homme en tant que dessinateur se 
preoccupe du dessin et de Ia construction 
d'objets qui fonctionnent en tant que 
totalites; Ia plupart des caracteristiques dont 
a besoin une ville pour supporter Ia vie sont 
des caracteristiques holomorphologiques et 
afin de les assurer il nous faut inventer des 
systemes generateurs dont res elements et 
reglements creeront les caracteristiques 
holomorphologiques necessaires de leur 
propre accord. Le dessinateur moyen se 
considere un dessinateur d'objets mais si on 
suit !'argument presente ici, II nous taut 
conclure que le dessinateur do it devenlr 
dessinateur de systemes generateurs
chacun capable de generer beaucoup 
d'objets. Les systemes de construction 
conc;us jusqu'ici ont produit des batiments 
sans les caracteristiques necessaires des 
systemes holomorphologlques; dans un 
batiment fonctionnant convenablement, le 
batiment et ses occupants devraient 
constituer une totalite sociale et humaine, ce 
qui n'est pas le cas actuellement. II ne suffit 
pas decreer des systemes de construction; 
il nous faut un nouveau 9enre de systeme de 
construction plus subtile capable de generer 
des batiments garantis de fonctionner 
comme systemes horomorphologiques dans 
le sens humain et social. 



Industrialized Buildings 

Moshe Safdie, MRAIC 

Modular construction has become a 
fashionable term. Even Life Magazine is 
featuring articles on the subject these days. 
From the one extreme of ignoring building 
as systems, we have come around to the 
other extreme where our politicians and the 
public are grasping at the words "system, 
industrial modular building" as the magic 
cure-al l to our urban problems. 

Building systems mean to me three things 
in one. A building system is a highly 
organized technical method of construction ; 
a building system is also an environmental 
system, and thirdly, the term building system 
suggests a rational unarbitrary way of 
dealing with the design process itself. 

Building systems, or the industrialization of 
building, is after all on ly a means to an end 
- a tool towards achieving a particular 
environment. We must therefore separate in 
the discussion of this subject the 
assessment of the tools from the 
assessment of the bi-product, the 
environment. What materials can be used to 
make modular houses; in what sizes; to 
what height; shipped in which way and 
assembled with which tools, are highly 
relevant questions of the means. What 
environment results with what amenities 
and what kind of space, identity, privacy, 
and choice are the end. Too often recently, 
we have totally confused the two. In this 
issue, we will attempt to deal with both 
subjects, starting with the questions of 
means. 

I asked the Chief Engineer of a major 
Canadian manufacturing industry who has 
been exposed recently to the building 
industry, to express his views on the 
potential for industrializing building. 
How controversial is the subject in itself, 
and to what extent is industry sensitive to its 
implications can be gathered from the fact 
that the management of his company 
requested that his remarks remain 
anonymous. He states: 

··1 would contend that prices of 
soph isticated machinery, such as aircraft, 
locomotives, automobiles and home 

appliances, have been restrained, or even 
reduced by some measurements, because 
of their manufacturers' consistentiy high 
investment in tools and machinery. Such 
companies never hesitate to pour 
enormous resources, both financial and 
human, not once but year after year, into 
material research and process refinement. 
Raw material is therefore converted into 
end-product with ever-lower direct labor 
content at every level. This implies, of 
course, optimum interchangeability without, 
in the case of consumer durables, denying a 
proper choice to that consumer. 

It appears to me that the construction 
industry might adopt an analogous 
philosophy. Possibly it is inherently less 
profitable, and funds aren't generated fast 
enough to acquire all this plant. Possibly 
the handicaps of variable terrain- as 
opposed to a flat shop floor- and at least 
some outdoor working conditions make a 
true ana:ogy impracticable. But the high 
demand for the product and apparent 
massive improvements possible in the 
organization of direct labor (once again at 
every level) seem to me to offer the 
opportunity for at least the beginnings for a 
profitab:e investment. As a first step, 
planning and coordination of management 
would seem to be amenable to the talents 
encountered in the durable goods industry, 
from my limited observations. 

There are social forces that will be against 
reorganizing construction processes, I'm 
sure, and maybe even political forces; these 
arise whenever labor content is threatened. 
There may well be psychological forces to 
obstruct customer acceptance of housing 
turned out of a highly-tooled and expertised 
industry; on the other hand, it is my 
intuition that proper counter-psychology in 
marketing could negate this. Certainly, the 
world-wide acceptance of automobile 
transportation must have involved 
psychology. 

Much of the industry I'm familiar with has 
been successful because of the 
concentration of management and money 
among relatively few competitors -

Features 
Pro jets 

sometimes (and disparagingly) called an 
oligopoly. So it follows, to my mind, that any 
fragmentation of the construction business, 
either vertical or horizontal, would be 
another handicap, but one that could be 
overcome by courageous entrepreneurs. 

As for land values, I predict that the high
cost land component would tend to be 
overcome by the properly-tooled and 
therefore low-cost housing component. 
The result would be a more steadily-priced 
comp!ex. 

There Is no limit to what Ingenuity can 
accomplish when (and usually only when) 
prompted by an opportunity for high-profits. 
I know of no reason why housing doesn't 
qualify as a candidate. I suspect that if it 
hasn't already, it will soon." 

Why Change? 

Why, after several decades of remarkable 
self-contentment has the architectural 
profession and the building industry started 
paying lip service to a major re-structuring 
of their industry? There are several forces 
bringing about this chan.ge which can be 
briefly mentioned. 

Numerical: The numerical growth of our 
population in urbanized areas means we 
must build at a faster rate than before. 
Our present methods can't cope with the 
accelerated rate. Population growth does 
not, contrary to popular belief, imply the 
need for greater densities, but It does mean 
that we must build more, faster, and our 
limited resources of skilled building-trade 
labor forces industrialization and 
mechanization. 

Political: Whereas we have always been able 
to deal with environmental problems with a 
variety of different standards for different 
groups of the population according to 
income, race, or both, It has now become a 
political reality of our time (and about time) 
that environmental solutions must be 
applicable to the total population. Hence, 
solutions limited to minorities such as the 
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Industrialized Buildings 

post-war suburban booms, become obsolete 
if they are statistically incapable of being 
applied to the total population. As 
Buckminster Fuller, the Karl Marx of 
environment has shown, there is a direct 
relationship between environmental 
standards and the efficiency of building 
space, which is to say advanced technology 
is a mandatory requirement for building 
more for more. 

Regional: The metropolitan city is a bi
product of powerful, economic and social 
forces; it is an expression of the inter
dependence of industry and commerce on 
each other and on major population 
concentrations. It is also an expression of 
the social preferences of our time: people 
want vast choices of amenities
recreational, cultural, services, etc. and it 
takes millions of people to support these 
institutions. A bi-product of the metropolitan 
city is the need to build environment at 
greater densities. 

Density 

In a regional city of ten million people, a city 
predominantly housing people at one family 
per acre would be three miles wide and 
four thousand miles long. That poses some 
problems. 

A city at an average density of ten families 
per acre would be three miles wide and four 
hundred miles long. That is manageable. 
We can build mass transit today that would 
span this distance in one hour. The distance 
travelled in one hour has always limited the 
size of cities. 

At fifty families per acre, we have a city 
three miles wide and 20 miles long. That is 
promising. 

Density is the most powerful force affecting 
both urban and building systems. What we 
are experiencing today is the impact of the 
realization that it costs more to build high 
density environment than low density 
environment for equal amenities. To 
produce the size of a garden, acoustic 
separation, privacy, public circulation, and 
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space qualities of a Levittown house in a 
multi-storey structure is a major technical 
problem which may cost twice as much to 
achieve per square foot. To achieve a 
comparable environment in a multi-storey 
structure, it becomes necessary to consider 
construction as a complex three
dimensional sub-division of space and not 
individual buildings on separate lots. So, as 
we build more densely, we must introduce 
technology in order to permit us to hold our 
own ground for the amenities which we now 
take for granted. And this, in terms of 
political realities, means that the amenities 
which we take for granted must be provided 
to all. This is to say nothing of the fact that, 
even as things stand today, over 50% of our 
population cannot afford to purchase 
"decent" housing within the purchasing 
power of their income. 

Industrializing building does not necessarily 
mean pre-fabrication. It is the organizational 
re-structuring of an industry in which raw 
material manufacturing, component 
manufacturing, design, research, 
development, assembly, and marketing are 
integrated into a single process within a 
co-ordinated organization . It may also mean 
pre-fabrication. In terms of immediate and 
foreseeable effects, it certainly does mean 
putting a substantial portion of the 
construction process into a factory, with a 
permanent labor force continuously 
employed. One way of putting the 
construction process in the factory is to 
manufacture 'space cells' which permit for 
electrical, mechanical, and finishing 
components to be installed on the assembly 
line. (The structural shell represents only 
25% of the total cost, so prefabrication of 
the structure is of minor significance.) 
Space cells can then be shipped and 
assembled on site. 

Organizational re-structuring of the industry 
means that a single corporate authority can 
spend substantial sums of money on basic 
research e.g.:- Dupont's $50 million for Cor
tam, Boeing's (with the U.S. Government) 
$1 billion for the SST, etc. It means that in
dustry can amortize the design costs of a 
product over a large number of units (e.g. 

5% of the cost of the house for its design by 
an architect, 10,000% of the cost of a car for 
the design of a single model). It also means 
that those designing the product are also 
designing the tools and machinery for mak
ing it. The economics of manufacturing are 
balanced against those of servicing and 
other relevant costs; and finally it means 
that the investment can be amortized 
logically. 

The evidence for the need to industrialize 
building is overwhelming, but the threat to 
our environment of this process is under
estimated. Industrialization does not 
guarantee a decent environment; the USSR 
has proved this so dramatically. It can mean 
monotony, deprivation of individual 
expression, and identity. 

I believe that the most critical issue of 
environment today is whether we will be 
able to create, within the discipline of 
large-scale organizations, of mass 
production, of repetitive manufacturing and 
of controlled planning, an environment 
which is rich, varied, which offers choice to 
the individual; which permits for individual 
expression to emerge beyond the repetitive 
and the organized. The balance sheet of the 
potential of technology in our environment 
must be weighed against our ability to cope 
with it as designers. 

In this issue, Christopher Alexander speaks 
of "Systems Generating Systems", Profes
sor Alfred Neuman of the "Irrational Factors 
in Building Industrialization" and Ann Tyng 
on "Urban Space Systems as Living Form". 



I national Factors in 
Building Industrialization 

Alfred Neumann 

We were all shocked to hear of Professor 
Alfred Neumann's death during the printing 
of this issue. One of the great men of 
architecture today is no longer with us. 
Alfred Neumann's work spans from the 
generation of Perret, Loos, Oud, and Le 
Corbusier to the present when the three
dimensional city is about to become a 
reality. His work was that of a true radical, 
equally radical today as It was forty years 
ago. Alfred Neuman worked and taught In 
many countries: Central Europe, South 
America, Siam, Israel, and Canada. 
Architecture in Israel as in many other 
countries was becoming complacent and 
self-satisfied, a stylistic ritual that ignored 
climate and transplanted foreign values to 
the Middle Eastern soli. Neumann through 
his buildings showed a compassion for the 
indigenous environment and the depth and 
potential of his "morphological" 
architecture. More than any architect of his 
time, Neumann was aware of the impact of 
the realities of building and thinking three
dimensionally; his buildings are truly the 
sub-division of space. M. S. 

The first post-war congress of ClAM 
(Congres lnternatlonaux d'Architecture 
Moderne) took place in Bridgwater, England 
in 1947. It was mainly concerned with 
reconstruction problems. Modern architec
ture had by that time become a respectable 
movement, and had spread from the 
continent to overseas countries. With the 
change of generation, England had accepted 
the doctrines of modern architecture and 
was putting them diligently Into practice in 
her reconstruction work. 
During the congress, I accompanied Le 
Corbusier on a visit to an industrialized 
building plant in Bristol, in fact, a recently 
converted airplane plant. The plant was 
producing fully equipped Individual houses 
at the rate of a couple of houses a day. 
Corbusier fo llowed with great Interest the 
manufacturing process and admired the 
ingenuity of the details. But he did not spare 
his criticism for the environmental Implica
tion of the product. He was shocked by the 
prospect of having the landscape covered 
by a suburban sprawl. The one family house 
was still the accepted standard in England. 
There was a discrepancy between the layout 
of settlements and the changing technology 
in the production of houses. Architects had 
not yet learned to converge these two 
independant lines of architectural thinking. 

In those days, Courbusier was preoccup!ed 
with his idea of the "unite d'habitation" 
which was being realized In Marseille. He 
advocated collective housing with indus
trialization of the building components but 
with a free composition of the whole. 
Corbusier was, and still is, criticized for his 
alleged lack of humanism. But It is often 
overlooked that Corbusier is being criticized 
for other peoples' realizations. He himself 
never really got an opportunity to show his 
concept in its totality. The plan of St-Ole, 
which was the most perfect presentation of 
his Ideas, remained unrealized. 

A building or a town is a structure, a system 
of systems. A structure is to a large extent 
independent of its constituting parts. 
Building industry deals before all with 
building components, not with the whole 
environment which is not the sum of Its 
parts. Thus, building research has to 
become structural research. 

At the graduate course of the School of 
Architecture at Laval University, we paid due 
attention to the ideas inherent in the various 
outlooks on structuralism. At the moment, 
this might seem highly abstract, but It Is 
certainly directly connected to architectural 
practice in as far as Industrialization of 
building is concerned. Even systems 
research seems too narrow to embrace the 
highly complex phenomena of architecture 
with its many implications on Irrational 
human conduct. After a long round about 
way one arrives again at the priority of 
architecture as the most general structure. 

As long as those basic relationships between 
part and whole are not sufficiently investi
gated, all attempts at coordination and 
stand!'lrdization will be in vain. The priority 
of the architectural whole is the key to 
efficient industrialization, not the summation 
of parts which leads to the architecture of 
the absurd. At present the whole field shows 
an irrational development, rendered even 
more grotesque by the rationality of the 
details. 

Industrialization Is neither a panacea for all 
the woes of architecture nor a devilish 
instrument for the destruction of traditional 
values. Its only criterion is whether it adapts 
to creativity in the human environment. We 
have to get rid of many of the economic 
restrictions imposed upon the process of 

industrialization. The key projects of our 
period are simply meta-economical. Archi
tecture will never be the outcome of the 
cheapest production method. Its economy 
is only seizable in human terms and in long 
range projection. 

Industrialization has most developed where 
it is least needed-in administration buildings. 
Housing has remained nearly untouched by 
it. In developing countries only an in
significant portion of buildings will be 
constructed with industrially produced parts. 
The traditional building techniques are lost 
and a new non-architecture has appeared 
using the masses of waste material which 
accompany the handling of industrial 
products. Shanty towns, bidonvilles, are 
today the necessary complement of 
industrialization of building. 

Industrial elements in architecture are not 
chosen for their rational values but for their 
emotional excitement qualities. They are 
usually combined with outright regression 
forms: picturesque stone walls with wide 
glass windows, fire-places with air-condi
tioned interiors. At present, industrialization 
means individualization of the product. The 
linearity of the ass\'lmbly line cannot cope 
with the demands for human environment. 

One of the problems industrial building 
production faces today is planning or no 
planning. There is obviously always a certain 
amount of planning Involved. But the 
question is whether to proceed to overall 
planning of the whole production. The 
theoretical advantages are obvious: better 
coordination, less waste, etc ... But, in 
practice, total planning has been braking 
progress and creating bureaucratic dull
ness. There are no more loopholes for 
creativity. This is too high a price to be paid. 
The ultimate criterion Is whether the 
environment can be harmonized. Planning 
of industrial building parts is a means, not 
an end in itself. Building is not a rational 
process, although Its structure is interwoven 
with rational elements. The super-imposition 
of an entirely rational structure, as It is done 
in planning, deforms the structural logic and 
produces those hybrid buildings which are 
a sign of housing bureaucracy all over the 
world. The computer, or any other brain 
prothesis in the hand of building 
bureaucracy, will only strengthen their 
position, 





Systems Generating 
Systems 

Christopher Alexander 

There are two ideas hidden in the word 
system: The idea of a system as a whole and 
the idea of a generating system. 

The word system, like any technical word 
borrowed from common use, has many 
meanings and is imprecise. This lack of 
precision in a techn ical word might seem 
dangerous at first; in fact it is often helpful. 
It allows new ideas to flou rish w hile sti l l 
vague, it allows connections between these 
ideas to be explored, and it allows the ideas 
to be extended, instead of having them cut 
short by premature definition and precision. 

The word " system" is just such a word . 
It sti ll has many meanings hidden in it. 
Among these meanings there are two 
central ones; the idea of a system as a 
whole, and the idea of a generating system. 

These two views, though superficially 
similar, are logically quite different. In the 
first case the word "system " refers to a 
particular holistic view of a single thing. 
In the second case, the word "system" does 
not refer to a single thing at all, but to a kit 
of parts and combinatory rules capable of 
generating many things. 

2 A system as a whole is not an object but 
a way of looking at an object. It focusses on 
some holistic phenomenon which can only 
be understood as a product of interaction 
among parts. 

Let us consider some examples of holistic 
phenomena which need to be viewed as 
systems. 

The great depression is an obvious example 
of a holistic phenomenon. We cannot 
understand the depression, except as a 
result of Interaction among rates of 
consumption, capital investment and 
savings: the interactions can be specified in 
the form of equations: i f we follow these 
equations through to their conclusion, we 
see that under certain conditions they must 
always lead to a depression. 

The stability of a candle flame is another 
example of a ho listic phenomenon. 
Why does it maintain approximately the 
same size and shape throughout its 
flickering? In this case, the "parts" are 
flows of vaporized wax, oxygen, and b urnt 
gases - the processes of combustion and 
d iffusion give the interaction between these 
flows- and these interactions show us at 
what size and shape the flame will be 
approximately stable. 

The strength of a rope is another example of 
a holistic property. This strength is a result 
of interaction among the individual strands, 
caused by the twisting of the rope: 
untwisted, the rope's strength is governed 
by the weakest st rand: twisted, the strands 
act together and increase their strength. 

1 There are two ideas hidden in the word 
system: The idea of a system as a whole and 
the idea of a generating system. 

Another example of a holistic property, is 
the relation between input and output in any 
computer. In the toy computer called 
Thinkadot, a ball dropped into one of three 
holes, comes out on one of two sides. The 
output side is not determined by the input 
hole, but by the input ho le and the internal 
state of the machine, which is i tself deter
mined by the sequence of past inputs. In 
order to understand this behaviour, we must 
understand the machine as a whole, 
considering the past inputs and the internal 
states, as parts, and the way that different 
sequences of inputs and internal states 
c reate specific new Internal states and 
outputs as Interactions. 

Another kind of holistic behavio ur is that 
instability which occurs in objects that are 
very vulnerable to a change In one part: 
when one part changes, the other parts 
change also. We see this in the case of 
erosion: cutting down t rees robs the soil of 
the roots which hold it together, so that 
wind and water can strip the soil of all 
remaining plants, and make a desert. We 
see it again in the death of the traditional 
farm: when the combine harvester replaced 
traditional harvesting, the entire balance of 
scale economies was destroyed, the little 
farms collapsed, and gave way to giant 
farms. 

Let us summarize the content of these 
examples. In every case we are confronted 

Some ~elf-regulating systems, when they lose components, grow new components to maintain their equil ibr ium. 
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2 A system as a whole is not an object but 
a way of looking at an object. It focusses on 
some holistic property which can only be 
understood as a product of interaction 
among parts. 

'fhc~c devices are not. s)·stcm~ Thcy h4wc a "Jtystcmatic' ' a ppe-arance because the>· are the products of processes which Jn<lY be looked at as systems. 

with an object which displays some kind of 
behaviour which can only be understood as 
a product of interaction among parts within 
the object. We call this kind of behaviour, 
holistic behaviour. 

The central point of the whole argument 
can be stated very simply. The most 
important properties which anything can 
have are those properties that deal with its 
stability. It is stability which gives a th ing its 
essential character. The strength of an arch, 
the even burning of a flame, the growth of 
an animal, the balance of a forest eco'ogy, 
the steady flow of a river, the economic 
security of a nation, the sanity of a human 
individual, the health of a society: these are 
all, in one way or another, concerned with 
stability. 

Stability, no matter in which of its many 
forms, is a holistic property. It can only be 
understood as a product of interaction 
among parts. The essential character of 
anything whatever, since it must at heart be 
based on some kind of stabi li ty, must be 
understood as a product of interactions 
within the whole. When we view a thing in 
such a way as to reveal its character in 
holistic terms, we speak of it as a system. 
In order to speak of something as a 
system , we must be able to state clearly: 
1. The holistic behaviour which we are 
focussing on. 2. The parts within the thing, 
and the interactions among these parts, 
which cause the ho:istic behaviour we have 
defined. 3. The way in which this interaction, 
among these parts. causes the holistic 
behaviour defined. 
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If we can do these three, it means we have 
an abstract working model of the holistic 
behaviour in the thing. In this case, we may 
properly call the thing a system. If we 
cannot do these three, we have no model, 
and it is meaning less to call the thing a 
system. The idea of a system is synonymous 
with the idea of an abstract model of some 
specific holistic behaviour. We may speak 
of the economic system in a country, 
because we can construct a system of 
equations which reproduce important 
ho:istic phenomena like depressions or 
infation. If we couldn't do this, it would be 
meaning:ess to speak of economic systems. 

We must not use the word system, then, to 
refer to an object. A system is an abstrac
tion. It is not a special kind of thing, but a 
special way of looking at a thing. It is a way 
of focussing attention on some particu!ar 
holistic behaviour in a thing, which can 
only be understood as a product of inter
action among the parts. Everything under 
the sun may be viewed as a system: a man 
smoking a cigarette may be viewed as a 
system; so may a leaf drifting in the wind; 
so may a brick; so may mankind on earth. 
But it only becomes a system if we abstract 
from it some special holistic property, which 
we cannot explain except in terms of 
inte ractions within the whole. Without a 
specific statement of what holistic behaviour 
we have in mind, what interactions among 
what parts cause this behaviour, and how 
they do so, calling a thing a system is no 
more than saying: " This is a pretty 
comp:icated thing, and I don 't understand 
it very well." 

The idea that a system is an abstraction, 
needs emphasis. Think of a f:ower as a 
system. If we want to understand the fact 
that the flower buds, and swells, and blooms 
- that we must certainly do by looking at the 
f:ower as a system. In this case it is the 
interaction among the parts, which creates 
the behaviour of the whole. But the same 
flower, has other properties which are not 
helped at all by thinking of the flower as a 
system: If it is used as a projectile, then its 
trajectory cannot be exp!ained as a result 
of interactions among its parts: and if it is 
given as a gift, there is nothing that the 
t:ower does, no matter how comp~ex the 
s ituation, that needs to be understood as a 
result of interactions among the f lower's 
parts. The idea of a system is helpful only in 
understanding kinds of behaviour which 
result from interactions among parts. 

Furthermore, even though we call a thing a 
system when we try to view it as a whole, 
this does not mean that we ever really view 
the thing in its entirety. 

When we look at an airline from a systems 
point of view, we may focus on its 
schedu: ing- and we shall learn that 
because the airline only has a limited 
number of aircraft, the schedule of a flight 
from New York to Chicago turns out to be 
dependent on the schedule of another flight 
from Minneapolis to Salt Lake City. In this 
instance, we are looking at the air:ine "as a 
who:e, " because we are looking at the 
interactions among parts, but we are not 
concerned with the last button on the last 
mechanic's cap. The notion of "whole" 
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The ways in which man ha~ viewed the solar system have l'esulted in many idea8 about it::-; 
structure. A single set of objects may be thought of as a system in a number of different ways. 
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3 A generating system is not a view of a 
single thing. It is a kit of parts , with rules 
about the way these parts may be combined. 

refers only to the breadth of vision, not to 
the inclusion of detail: it is still abstract. 

Most often common language obscures this 
very bad ly. When we speak of the solar 
system, or a hi-fi system, or an airl ine 
system, or of a plumbing system, the words 
are used in such a way as to suggest that the 
"system" is synonymous with the objects. 
But just occasionally the word is used 
correctly, even in common language. For 
instance, when we speak of the Ptolemaic 
system as opposed to the Copernican 
system, in each of these cases the word 
"system" is used correct ly: it refers to an 
abstract way of :ooking at the inte~action 
among earth, planets, sun and stars - not 
to the objects themselves. 

The d iscipline of abstraction has one draw
back. Occasionally we are confronted with 
phenomena which are clearly the products 
of interactions - but the interactions are so 
complex that we cannot see them clearly, 
and we cannot make the effort of abstraction 
successfully. Take for instance, the baffling 
complexity of a seagull landing, or of an 
ecstatic, screaming, laughing girl. In these 
cases a too rigid insistence on the idea that 
a system is an abstract model, might easily 
lead us to abstract out some facile inessen
tial system- at the cost of the wonder which 
is really there. 

This is exactly what happens when a 
systems analyst looks at a building
manages to describe the circulation, the 
acoustics, the heat ing and the load bearing 
structure as systems- and fails to identify 
the most interesting human and social 
systems, because he can't describe them in 
explicit terms. 

Thus there is a second lesson to be learned. 
The first lesson said: Don't call a thing a 
system unless you can identify the abstract 
system you are talking about. The second 
lesson says: learn the first lesson, but don't 
let it railroad you into making fac ile 
abstractions. 

When we are confronted with a complex 
thing, we often begin with nothing more than 
a feeling or a "sense" that it functions as a 
system. Driven by this feeling, we then try, 
painstakingly, to abstract out just that 
holistic behaviour which seems essential, 
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and those interactions which cause the 
behaviour. This is an active process. It 
begins with feel ing, and sensing, and only 
turns to thinking later. Start w ith some 
aspect of life so interwoven that you fee l in 
your bones it must be a system, only you 
can't state it yet - and then, once you can 
fee l it clearly, then try to pin the system 
down, by defining the ho:istic behaviour you 
are d iscussing, and which interactions 
among which parts create it. But feel it 
clearly first, before you try to think it. 

The Svstems Point of View Will Change 
Your Whole View of the World 

The systems point of view is not neutral. It 
will change your whole view of the world. It 
will lead you to realize that the most 
important characteristics of human indivi
duals are products of their interactions with 
other people. It will lead you to realize that 
the life of nations - though these nations 
may seem self-sufficient- is produced by 
interactions in the whole world, and that they 
only get their strength from their position in 
this larger whole. It will lead you to see that 
the health of cities, is produced by inter
actions among interdependent parts, 
including houses, cafes, and theaters, yes, 
but also equally including slums and 
graveyards. 

The system viewpoint is a modern , 
disciplined version of the sense of wonder. 
It is that view of things which man takes 
when he becomes aware of oneness and 
wholeness in the world. 

3. A generating system is not a view of a 
single thing. It is a kit of parts, with rules 
about the way these parts may be combined. 

Th is is a different use of the word system 
from the first one. In colloquial English we 
often use the word system to mean "a way to 
do something " : that's what a betting system 
is; that's what the Montessori system is; 
that's what the democratic system is. 
Each of these systems is, at heart, a system 
of rules. A betting system tells you how to 
place your bets, the Montessori system lays 
down rules to be followed by children and 
teachers in nursery school, the democratic 
system of government lays down certain 
rules about the nature of representation, the 
choice of representatives, and the conduct 

of elect ions. In all these cases, the rules are 
designed to generate things. A betting 
system supposedly generates winning bets, 
an educational system generates well 
educated pupils, the democratic system 
supposedly generates freedom and good 
government. 

We may generalize the notion of a genera
tive system. Such a system will usually 
consist of a kit of parts (or elements) 
together with rules for combining them to 
form allowable "things." The formal systems 
of mathematics are systems in this sense. 
The parts are numbers, variables, and signs 
like + and = . The rules specify ways of 
combining these parts to fo rm expressions, 
ways of forming expressions from other 
expressions, ways of forming true sen
tences from expressions, and ways of 
forming true sentences from other true 
sentences. The combinations of parts, 
gene rated by such a system, are the true 
sentences, hence theorems, of mathematics. 
Any combination of parts which is not 
formed according to the rules is either 
meaningless or false. 

A generating system, in this sense, may 
have a very simple kit of parts, and very 
simple ru les. Thus the system of triangles 
which may be put together to form a square, 
is a generating system. Its rules generate 
all the ways of putting these triangles 
together to form a square. It is typical of a 
system that the ru les rule out many combina
tions of the parts. Thus these triangles could 
be put together in an infinite variety of ways 
- but most of these ways are ru led out, 
because the outside perimeter is not a 
square, and this thing is not connected. 

Another example of a generating system, is 
the system of language. Here we have rules 
at several different levels. At one level, the 
letters are the parts, and there are ru les 
which govern the way that letters may be put 
together to form words. In English there 
could be no word beginn ing with Rx. The 
rules of phonology prohibit it. At another 
level, the words are themselves parts, and 
there are rules which govern the kinds of 
sentences which may be made from words. 

Perhaps the most interesting and important 
generating system in the world, is the 
genetic system. Every animal in the animal 
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4 Almost every "system as a whole" is 
generated by a generating system. If we 
wish to make things function as "wholes" 
we shall have to i nvent generating systems 
to c reate them. 

kingdom is generated by a set of chromo
somes specific lo that animal. Each chromo
some in turn is generated by four bases (like 
a necklace which uses on ly four kinds of 
bead). The four bases form a kit of parts 
which generates the chromosome. These 
chromosomes themselves provide the ru les 
for building amino acids (another kit of 
parts), proteins from amino acids (another 
kit of parts), cells from proteins (another kit 
of parts) and then builds the animal from 
cells. The kit of parts formed by the four 
bases, and the rules of combination, 
indirectly generates every animal there is. 
A building system is a generating system In 
this sense. It provides a kit of parts 
columns, beams, panels, windows, doors 
which must be put together according to 
certain rules. 

4. Almost every "system as a whole" is 
generated by a generating system. If we 
wish to make things which function as 
" wholes" we shall have to invent generating 
systems to create them. 

There is a relationship between the two 
ideas of system which have been defined. 
Almost every object with behaviour that 
depends on some "system as a who:e" 
within the object, is itself created by a 
generating system. 

Take an obvious and simple case: a hi-fi 
system. Its purity of performance can only 
be understood as a product of the combined 
effect of all the various components, 
working as a whole. The same hi-li system 
is also generated by a generating system: 
the kit of all the parts on the market, and the 
rules governing the elect rical connections 
and impedance matching between these 
parts. 

To take a more complicated case: the 
railroad switch-yard. It plainly functions as 
a whole. In order to understand it as a device 
for breaking up and making trains, we must 
focus on the sequence of switches, and on 
the fact that the length of track in front of 
the switches depends on the length of track 
behind the switches and on the length of 
trains. At the same time, the switch-yard is 
also plain ly generated by a generating 
system. The pieces of track, switches, 
couplings, cars, together with the ru:es for 
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putting them together, form a kit of parts 
which generates properly functioning 
switchyards. 

The most complicated case of all, and the 
c learest, is that of an animal. A landing 
seagull certainly needs to be seen as a 
system: so does almost everything else that 
seagulls do. At the same time, this seagull is 
created by a generating system: the genetic 
system. An animal is both something which 
needs to be seen holistically, and generated 
by a generating system. 

The relationship between holistic systems 
and generating systems Is easy to under
stand. If an object has some holistic property 
caused by interaction among parts- then it 
is c lear that these particular parts and these 
particular interactions, will only come into 
being if the parts have very constrained 
relationships to one another. The object 
then, must be generated by some process 
which assembles parts according to certain 
constraints, chosen to ensure the proper 
interaction of these parts, when the system 
operates. This is exactly what a generating 
system is. 

The generating system need not be con
scious (as in the case of the switch-yard), 
nor even always explicit (as In the genetic 
case). Sometimes the processes which 
make up the generating system are integral 
with the object being formed - thus the 
candle flame is generated by chemical 
processes which are the same as those 
processes which then maintain the system's 
equi:ibrium and make up the interacting 
parts. when we view the flame as a holistic 
system. 

A Lesson for Designers 

It is true then, that almost every " system as 
a whole" is generated by a generating 
system. This axiom contains a remarkable 
lesson for designers. Man as a designer is 
concerned with the design and construction 
of objects which function as wholes. Most 
of the important properties a city needs to 
support life, for instance, are holistic 
properties. 

Our axiom means this: To ensure the holistic 
system properties of buildings and cities, 

we must invent generating systems, whose 
parts and rules will create the necessary 
holistic system properties of their own 
accord. 

This is a radical step in the conception of 
design. Most designers today think of them
selves as the designers of objects. If we 
follow the argument presented here, we 
reach a very different conclusion. To make 
objects with complex ho!istic properties, 
it is necessary to invent generating systems 
which will generate objects with the required 
holistic properties. The designer becomes a 
designer or generating systems - each 
capable or generating many objects -
rather than a designer of individual objects. 

A final word of caution. As we have already 
seen, a building system is an example of a 
generating system. It is a kit of parts with 
rules of combination. But not every gen
erating system necessarily creates objects 
with valuable holistic properties. The 
generating system which makes squares out 
of triang:es is an example. It is a perfectly 
good generating system; yet the objects it 
produces do nothing: they have no holistic 
system properties whatever. In the same 
sense, those building systems which have 
so far been conceived, make bui:dings, but 
they do not make bui:dings with any really 
important ho!istic system properties. In a 
properly functioning building , the building 
and the peop:e in it, together form a whole: 
a social, human who:e. The building systems 
which have so far been created do not in 
this sense generate wholes at all. While it is 
inherent in the generating system of an 
animal that the finished animal will work as 
a whole, it is not inherent in any of today's 
building systems that the buildings they 
produce will work as social or human 
who!es. Creating building systems in the 
present sense is not enough. We need a 
new, more subtle kind of building system, 
which doesn't merely generate buildings, 
but generates buildings guaranteed to 
function as holistic systems in the social, 
human sense. 

Printed by the courtesy of Inland Steel 
Products Company. 



Urban Space Systems as 
Living Form, Part I 

Organic Principles for Man-Made 
Geometries-Asymmetry I Proportion I 
Hierarchies 

Anne Griswold Tyng 

A condensed version of Anne Tyng 's theory 
of form " Symmetric Form and Asymmetric 
Process" is being published by Macmillan in 
" Synergetics" a book on Buckminster Fuller 
and "neighbouring disclosures of 
contemporary colleagues" 

At this moment in evolution, living man 
knows that he has evolved from forms that 
are not " living" , and he has within his reach 
the possibli:ty of giving life to inanimate 
forms. He can give life to forms which 
through his own c reativity are extensions of 
himself - at the scale of electron-micro
scopic D N A, the synthesis of the molecule 
of genetic rep:ication, and at the sca:e of 
urban structure, the synthesis of forms 
which include the vitality and equi:ibrium of 
man 's highest civilized institutions and the 
genetic processes of collective li fe. 

Just as the house that man builds as " static" 
form must enclose and meaningfully 
integrate the "kinetic" patterns of human 
activity and relationship, so, at the threshold 
of another hierarchy of form, man's 
conscious and creative manipulation of 
urban structure can include and synthesize 
the dynamic tensions and complex inter
lacing of speed and scale, change and 
growth which are the collective life of the 
c ity. 

Pro posed urban space systems need the 

dynamic f lexibility and variety which can be 
derived from organic forms through their 
fundamental principles of asymmetry, 
proportional principles of sca:e both for 
i nternal and external growth, and hierarch
ical levels of form organizat ion which can 
include comp:exity within simp:icity (or 
simplicity within comp!exity} and "kinetic" 
forms within "static" forms (or "static" 
forms within "kinetic" forms.} Wi thin what 
appears as comp:ex categories of form there 
exists a unity of principle, so that, in addition 
to our understanding of the geometries of 
forms in all their differentiation, we need to 
find the p rinciples of synthesis which can 
i ntegrate the dynamic forces of movement 
with the energies of change and growth into 
an overall functioning unity of ba:anced 
t ensions- " kinetic" forms interlaced and 
'included in a higher order of form which is 
"static". The prevailing theme of this 
"static" order is equil ibrium - a momentary 
balancing of forces in the historic evo:ution 
of the density configuration of cities. 

" Kinetic" systems may be defined as those 
more dynamic forms expressing the city 's 
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movement systems, while "static" systems 
might be defined as more " balanced" forms 
which can include " kinetic" systems within 
their order. At a smaller scale within a 
" kinetic" system may also exist a "static" 
system which, as individual buildings or 
bul:ding units, may generally be thought of 
as being In the realm of architecture. 
However, it is quite apparent that It Is a 
matter primari:y of scale and that the total 
prob:em of urban design is very much the 
province of the architect. It is a form-making 
and form-synthesis p roblem in which the 
who:e range of statistics- social, legal, 
po:itical, financial, structural and environ
mental- are the ingredients, but the 
architect is the artist-engineer form-giver 
through his understand ing of space in all its 
d imensions, his sensitivity to scale in 
asymmetric links of proportion and his ability 
to synthesize complexities within unity 
through hierarchies of form integration. 

Understanding the potentialities of a number 
and variety of space systems is only a small 
part of the problem and the superimposition 
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1 Buckminster Fuller had lectured on and 
il lustrated re lationships of close-packed 
spheres as proposals of atomic configura
tions in 1949, printed as ' Item 0' prepared 
by N. Carolina State Sch. of Design 
students in 1955. Linus Pauling's 'Ciose
Packed-Spheron Theory' of the nucleus of 
the atom appeared in Science October 
1965. 

of such systems by themselves is too limiting 
and rigid. But the simultaneous existence 
and meaningful integration of many such 
systems in a hierarchical organization can 
provide both the equilibrium and the internal 
vi ta li ty which are the unique qualities of 
l iving forms. 

In 450 B.C., in his search for internal order, 
Empedocles proposed as the building blocks 
of everything fire, air, earth and water. On 
mathematical grounds Plato, in his Timaeus, 
determined the "exact" forms of the smallest 
parts of these elements as the five shapes 
we now call the Platonic Solids; fire the 
tetrahedron, earth the cube, air the octahe
dron, water the icosahedron and as the 
symbol of the cosmos, the dodecahedron. 
This intuitive concept is given a measure of 
validity today when we know that the 
re:ationships of form expressed in these 
five P;atonic Solids are involved in the way 
in which "fundamental" particles- protons 
and neutrons- are built up into atoms of 
about a hundred different elements 
(according to Pauling's Close-Packed
Spheron Theory and Fuller's proposals of 
atomic close-packingt ) and are involved 
in the way in which different arrangements 
of these atoms form the building blocks of 
a million or so different forms of matter, both 
natural and synthetic. 

Asymmetry 

In studying the five Platonic Solids and the 
relations between them, I have established 
a geometric progression from simplicity to 
complexity of symmetric forms linked by 
asymmetric process. Each of the four stages 
in this cycle represent configurations of 
minimum energy in self-balancing three 
dimensional systems which I call symmetric 
form and the transformations occurring 
between these four stages I call asymmetric 
process. 

The four stages of symmetric form in this 
progression I call bilateral, rotational, 
helical and spiral, with each stage seen as 
the motion of simpler forms defining the 
outline of more complex shapes. The 
polarity of a tetrahedron can be expressed 
in the polarization of two of its four edges 
(as Fuller has suggested). One tetrahedron 
in two positions, which have a point to face 
polarity, can establish the corners of a cube. 

Two other positions of a tetrahedron, also in 
polarity, define the corners of an octahe
dron. These three simp:er Platonic Solids 
the tetrahedron; cube and octahedron, 
represent the bilateral forms of the geome
tric progression. 

The cube in five positions- in rotation -
defines the twenty corners of the dodecahe
dron and five positions of the octahedron -
again in rotation- establ ish the twelve 
corners of the icosahedron. The tetrahedron 
in four positions with rotational ordering 
also defines the twelve corners of the 
icosahedron, and in addition, one corner of 
each of the four positions extend beyond 
the icosahedron to form the corners of a 
larger tetrahedron- disclosing a "vestigal" 
polarity in this arrangement. These more 
complex of the Platonic Sol ids- the 
dodecahedron and icosahedron - represent 
the stage of rotational forms in the 
geometric progression, and in the way they 
are formed express Divine Proportion ratios 
(1 : 1.618) in their relations to the simp!er 
solids. In these figures which generate the 
dodecahedron and icosahedron all the 
edges are divided by other edges in the 
Divine Proportion. 

The "fourth dimensional" extension of these 
rotational forms along an axis perpendicular 
to the radius of rotation, expressing again 
the tension of polarity, define the helical 
forms of the progression. Since both of the 
rotational forms have pentagonal symmetry, 
the plan of their helical extensions is based 
on the decagon with its side in Divine 
Proportion to its "radius". The vertical 
extension of each turn is in Divine 
Proportion to the side of the decagon 
making a Divine Proport ion progression
vertical turn = </>, horizontal turn = ¢2, and 
radius = <f>3. 

A proportional increase in the radius of 
rotation of the helical forms, expressing 
rotational tension, results in spiral forms, 
the fourth stage in the cycle. Again the only 
ratio which satisfies the condition of a 
logarithmic spiral in which width of turns 
increase at a fixed ratio to length is the 
Divine Proportion. These geometric 
examples of polarity and rotation in 
bilateral, rotational, helical and spiral form, 
provide us with precise examples in 
the formative process from simplicity to 

complexity. We can also see the gradual 
intensification of structure which leads from 
the rigid incompressibility of the tetrahedron 
of bilateral form to dynamic rotation, to 
flexible flow of helix and to coiled resiliency 
of the spiral. As I shall indicate, this 
transformation from the "static" cube to the 
"kinetic" spiral has a parallel in the 
development of complexity and movement 
of forms in urban structure. 

From this rundamental concept of symmetric 
form and asymmetric process, I have found 
that only 4 edge dimensions, or tr iangulating 
factors, are needed to form 3 symmetric 
triangles and their 3 asymmetric gnomons 
or "growth" triangles. These 6 triangles can 
form the five Platonic Solids and the 
asymmetric relations between them. They 
are: the equilateral triangle and its gnomon 
with two of its edges in the Divine Proportion 
and the other equal to the diagonal of the 
half-square triangle; the half-square triangle 
and its gnomon- the triangle which is half 
the Golden Rectangle divided diagonally 
with two sides in the Divine Proportion and 
its diagonal equal to the side of the 
pentagon ; and the fifth-pentagon triangle 
and its gnomon- the tenth-of-a-decagon 
triangle - both of which have sides 
expressing a dialogue of Divine Proportion 
relationships. 
Thus these three triangles are the static or 
symmetric forms, each with its own 
"growth" form, its gnomon or link in the 
asymmetric process, that triangle which can 
be used to make larger or smaller sizes of 
the three symmetric triangles and also 
function as a link between the three families 
of form- the square, the pentagon and the 
equilateral triangle. The great variety of 
three dimensional combinations of the three 
families of form, the ease of transition in 
vast ranges of scale and the potential for the 
development of complexity of forms within 
simplicity (or of simplicity within complexity) 
are all available to the maker of forms in the 
simple "alphabet" of 3 basic triangles and 
their 3 gnomons. Flexibility as a creative 
tool, ease of transmission of three 
dimensional symbols to the builder and 
dimensional clarity available for engineering 
computations, prefabricating techniques 
and computer data are inherent in this 
fundamental concept of symmetric form 
and asymmetric process. 
To be continued in the December issue. 
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Variety Within Repetition 

Individual Identification within Repetitive 
Systems 

The theme of the Aspen Design Conference 
of 1967 was " Order and Disorder". It was 
suggested from a little story by Ben Shan 
that, for all the order in the world we must 
have some disorder to balance it. 
The corollary would be if one had a highly 
ordered environment system, it would have 
to be ba:anced by a disorder of individual 
acts. That introduces the question of the 
degree of variety possible within repetitive 
systems. 

In Habitat, I evolved a modular system 
which, by forming half or a third of a 
dwelling unlit could be combined in many 
permutations to produce different house 
plans. With all its variety, the spacial 
characteristics of these dwellings are 
similar. The geometric matrix dominates and 
produces a single spacial order. This 
illustrated that variety in itself does not 
mean differentiation, hence does not mean 
choice o r identity to the individual. 

A theoretical dwelling arranged out of a 
large cube divided into nine cubes in which 
walls and partitions, floors and ceilings could 
be located anywhere within the matrix and 
could offer thousands of permutations but 
no differentiation ; one cou:dn't tell one from 
the other. Modular system {study 1967) for a 
cube and five auxiliary components was an 
attempt to show that within a limited 
repetitive system, permutations cou~d not 
only produce a variety of accommodations 
but totally different spacial orders- a 
circular space, a prismatic space, a cross
shaped plan, or a square plan -are 
differentiable from each other. By the choice 
they offer, identity would emerge. 
M.S. 
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Systems and Evolutions 

In two opportunities to undertake a further 
step in the evo lution of a building system 
(from Habitat), two projects were developed. 

In Habitat Puerto Rico, a moderate income 
co-operative community constructed within 
the existing program of the FHA, the 
module and its assembly were modified to 
permit: 
a Reduced w idth to permit for h ighway 
sh ipping and hence centralized 
manufacturing plant. 

b A split-level module to eliminate 
corridors and stair space, part icu larly with a 
narrow un it. 

c To achieve a grouping in w hich the 
enti re circulation system of public streets 
and access stairs is a b i-product of the 
modu le itself without additional pieces. 

d To assemble un its to ach ieve a simple 
loading pattern, thus reduce weight, thus 
reduce costs. 

e To modify the grouping to achieve 
dwelling types and fenestration responsive 
to local cl imates and life styles. 

Habitat New York wi ll accommodate 300 
dwellings per acre plus extensive 
commercial faci li t ies. It thus dramatizes 
Habitat' s (Mont real) obvious shortcomings; 
the inability to transmit stresses efficiently 
to the ground. In this evolution step No.2, 
modu les and grouping are modified to 
achieve an eff ic ient (40 stories high) three
dimensional structure in wh ic h forces flow, 
in wh ic h openings do not conflict with 
structural members, and which still permit 
for the factory manufacturing of large space 
cells. 
M.S. 
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Habitat Puerto Rico 

Architect: Moshe Safdie 
Sponsor: Admlnistracion de Fomento 
Co-operatlvo 
Developer-Builder: Development 
Corporation of Puerto Rico 
Consulting Engineers: Conrad Engineers 

Washroom 

The basic program was to reproduce the 
living amenities of " Habitat '67" as built in 
Montreal in context of Puerto Rico 
conditions and within the unit construction 
costs of moderate housing programs. 
The principle o f the housing plans is the 
court o; patio. Each house has its own 
private garden court located on the roof of 
the house below which is surrounded by the 
living, di ning and bedrooms. Shade is 
provided by the cantilever ring of house 
units above. Each house is conceived as a 
self-contained entity with complete privacy, 
visual and acoustic, the walls and floors of 
adjacent houses are duplicated to achieve 
sound separation. The grouping of the 
modules provides tor cross-ventilation 

Typical Staircase 

through each house and most rooms. 

The site for " Habitat Puerto Rico" is a s teep 
hill in the San Patricio area in San Juan. 
By utilizing the slope site to achieve greater 
density and better living amenities th is 
project would be a prototype demonstrating 
the potential utilization of similar sites on 
the island and elsewhere . 

The housing module will be 430 square feet 
in area, and forms part o f a total housing 
unit, up to three modules in size. The typical 
module cast in concrete, would have two 
and three inch walls, four inch slabs and 
weigh approximately 22 tons. It would be 13 
feet wide to permit for highway shipping. 

Typical Window Deta i ls 
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New York Habitat 
Scheme I 

Architect: Moshe Safdie 
Structural Engineers: Conrad Engineers
T. Y. Lin, New York and Los Angeles 
consulting General Contractors: 
The George A. Fuller Company 
Sponsor: Mrs. Carol W. Haussamen, 
New York 

This project is in the design stages for a 
high density 45-storey high riverfronr 
development in New York City, it will consist 
of upper middle and luxury housing and 
contain within it a multitude of commercial, 
retail, office, and institutional facilities. 
The basic construction system is a 
prefabrication of octahedron-shaped 
modules which would be manufactured in a 
plant across the East River made of thin 
concrete shell and steel members at the 
edges. The units will be shipped by barge 

and lifted into place WIIIJIIJ tile structure. 
Once in place, the octahedrons combine to 
form a triangulated space frame with the 
steel members cast at the edges forming the 
structure. The steel members at the bottom 
of the building are 8" tubular section. 
Since the development of this design, a 
change in site has occurred and the project 
is now located as part of the Lower 
Manhattan Plan. A number of design 
developments have taken place as a result 
of this change which are presently in 
progress. M.S. 
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Stack Effect and Building Design 
by A . G Wilson and G. T. Tamu ra 

Previous discussions (CBD 104) of the 
mechanism o f stack action in buildings have 
provided a useful background for this Diges t. 
They emphasized tha t the total pressure diffe r
ence acting o n a bui lding as a result of stack 
effect depends e ntirely upon building height 
and the diffe re n ce between ten1peratures inside 
and o,utsidc; and tha t a lthough stack effect 
cannot b e a voided its distribution across the 
building e nc losure and interior separations can 
be mod ified th rough des ign. 

This Digest discusses a ir tightness a nd the 
distributio n of pressure differences resul ting 
from stack effect in buildings as they a re 
designed at present. It also d iscu sses ways in 
w hic h pressure differences and air flow may b e 
modified by varying air tightness characteris
tics or by the operation of mechanical a ir sup
ply and ex ha ust system s. 

C urrent Construction 
F igure 1 shows the pattern of pressures and 

air flow cau sed by stack effect for an idealized 
b uilding with uniform distribution of openings 
in the exterio r wall, through each floor, and 
in to the s h aft at each s torey. CBD 104 indi
cated that the distribution of the total pressure 
difference from stack effect depends upon the 
a ir tightness of the exterior walls of the build
ing in re lation to that from floor to floor . 
M easure m ents made on several multi-storey 
buildings h ave shown that up to 80 per cent 
of the total pressure difference is taken across 
the O\J tside w a lls, and tha t the remainder is 
distributed across the various interior sep ara
tions. This indica tes tha t with present construc
tion there is a re la tively low resistance to air 
flow from floor to floor compared with that 
through the exterior wall. The level of the 
neutral pressure pl ane, which depends upo n 
vertical distribution of the openings thro ugh 
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w hich air flows into, through, and out of build
ings, is generally near mid-height. 

F or a uni (orm distribution of openings, a s 
in Figure 1, p ressure differences from stack 
effect can be estimated. For example, with 80 
per cent of the total pressure difference taken 
across the outside walls and a neutral pressure 
pl a ne a t mid-he ight, the pressure drop at the 
entra nce is equa l to 40 per cent of the total. 
Simila rly, t he pressure difference across the 
walls of vertical shafts at the first floor level is 
eq ua l to I 0 per cent of the total. 

Absolute values of these pressure differ
e nces for speci fi c conditions can be estimated 
from Figure 2. F or example, tbe total pressure 
difference f rom s tack e ffect for a building 600 
ft h igh a t a temperature d ifference of 100 F 
dcg is about 2 in. o f water. With the distribution 
of pressu res referred to above, the pressure 
d iffere nce across the entran ce is abou t 0.8 in . 
o f w ater and tha t across the vertical sh aft at 
the g ro und ftoor level, 0.2 in. o f water. When 
the p ressure difference across a 20-sq-ft door 
exceeds 0 .6 in . of water, the force required to 
o pe n it is greater than can be applied by the 
average adult . I n o rde r to reduce the opening 
fo rces req uired and to reduce a ir infiltration, 
it is com m on practice to incorporate vestibule 
and revolvin g door entrances in higb buildings. 
A vestibule divides the pressure difference 
across the entrance. so that each bank of doors 
sus tains only ha lf t'he to tal. It mi!:!ht be noted 
that exterio r d oors a t the top of buildings lead
ing to roof areas s ustain pressure diffe rences 
s imilar to those at building entrances, but act
ing in the opposi te d irection . 

O perating difficulties with elevator or stair
well doors a re not us ua lly encountered at pres
sure differences o f 0.2 in. o f water; no ise caus-
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ed by air flow through cracks may, however, 
be perceptible with some doors at even lower 
pressure differences. Greater pressure differ
ences do occur across interior doors of some 
buildings when they lead to a storey that has 
a substantial opening to outside. This effect is 
greatest when the storey is near the top or 
bottom of the building. For example, exterior 
walls of entrance storeys often have more 
leakage openings than storeys above, and thus 
sustain a smaller proportion of the total stack 
effect than is indicated in Figure 1. 

An extreme case is shown in Figure 3, 
which illustrates pressure distribu tion when 
there is a very large opening to outside on the 
entrance floor ; this condition would be approx
imated with all entrance doors held open. The 
pressure in the entrance floor is then the same 
as that outside, and this imposes a greater 
pressure ·difference across openings into the 
vertical shafts (on that storey ) , and across the 
floor separations above. A similar effect would 
occur in an upper storey with an outside wall 
that offered little resistance to air flow; there 
would be a reduced pressure difference across 
the exterior walls and an increased pressure 
drop across the floor slab and walls of vertical 
shafts at this level. This sometimes occurs 
when a mechanical equipment room is located 
at or near the top of a building. Where the 
tightness of the exterior enclosu re of some 
storeys can not be assured, it may be necessary 
to incorporate vestibule entrances around ele
vators and stairwells to cope with the increas
ed pressure differences across the interior 
separations. 

Increasing Building Tightness 
Many of the problems caused by stack 

e ffect in buildings cou ld be alleviated by in
creasing the air tightness of the building en
closure and interior separations. Although the 
tightness of the exterior of present construc
tions is greater than that of interior separa
t ions, recent measurements of over-all air leak
age rates indicate that wall leakage values are 
considerably higher than would be assumed 
from laboratory measurements on con1ponen ts. 
There appear, therefore, to be opportunities 
for increasing the air tlghtriess of the building 
enclosure. Because most of the total pressure 
difference is already taken across the enclosure, 
a further increase in air tightness would not 
cause a major shift in the distribution of pres
sure d ifferences; but it would result in a de
crease in the rate of air infiltration, exfiltra
tion, and upward flow within the building. 

A reduction of air leakage from stack effect 
could a lso be achieved by increasing the resist-
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Figure 1. Stack effect for idealized buil<ling. 

ance to flow through i nterior separations, with
out any change in the tightness of the exterior. 
It would alter the distribution of the pressure 
difference illustrated in Figure 1, shifting the 
pressure inside the building closer to that out
side, with a consequent increase in the shaft 
wall p ressure difference and a decrease in the 
outside wall pressure difference. With the tight
ness of interior separations substantially 
greater than that of the exterior, most of the 
stack effect would be taken across the interior 
elements (see CBD 104, Figure 1c); and large 
pressure differences would then be imposed 
across the walls of shafts passing through 
several storeys. Pressure differences across the 
exterior walls would be minimized. Altering 
the tightness o f buildings in this way presents 
some difficult p roblem s in design and construc
tion, both in achieving the increased tightness 
and in coping with the resulting increase in 
pressure differences between storeys and across 
wall s of vertical shafts. 

Special consideration of air tightness re
quirements for interior separations may be 
needed in relation to the control of smoke 
movement in the event of fire, when the air 
tightness of the ex terior may not be assured; 
for example, entrances and stairwell doors may 
be open, and windows broken. The problem of 
designing for smoke control is a complex one 
involving a number of factors which go beyond 
the scope of this Digest. 

Effect of Venti.l.ation System 
Pressures inside buildings and air leakage 

patterns are affected by any imbalance of the 
air suppl ied and exh a usted by air handling 
systems. T hese systems are sometimes designed 
a!lcl operated to provide an excess of supply 
a1r and thus to pressu.rize the building and re
duce infiltration, particularly that resulting 
from stack effect at lower levels of multi
storey buildings during cold weather. The 
pressu rization that results from a given excess 
of supply air will depend upon the tightness of 
the building enclosure. , 
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If the excess air supply is introduced uni
formly at all levels, the pressure difference 
across exterior walls at lower levels (causing in
fi ltration) wi ll decrease; that at upper levels 
(causing exfiltration) wi ll increase by a similar 
amount. T his is shown in Figure 4 , w hich in
dicates the effect of uniform pressuriz ation of 
the idealized building of Figure 1 to the point 
where inside and outside pressu res are equal 
at the first floor level. 

It w ill be seen that pressurization does not 
el iminate stack effect. but that it alters the 
dist ribu tion of pressure differences across the 
exterior walls. T he lines representing the pres
s ure distribution inside the buil ding and ver
tica l shaft ar e d isplaced to the right; pressure 
differences between storeys and across walls of 
vertical shafts, and the resulting upward flow of 
air within t he building, are essentiall y the same 
as with no pressuriz ation (Figure 1) . Although 
infiltration through exterior walls is minimized , 
exfiltration is greatly increased ; and there is a 
penalty in higher heat ing costs because it is 
necessary to heat the additional outdoor a ir 
that must be brought in to provide the pres
suriz ation . I n the example, the tot al required 
outside air supply is equivalent to abou t three 
times the air infiltration when there is no pres
surization. T he advantage of t ight exter ior 
walls is therefore apparent, particularly when 
pressurization is required. 

Large pressure differences across shafts and 
floor separations may sometimes result when 
there are differences between floors in t he im
balance of supply and exhaust air; these may be 
either intentional or accidental. F or example, 
tbe pressure pattern shown in F igure 3 is the 
same as that which would result if only the 
ground floor were pressu rized sufficientl y to 
overcome t he normal pressu re d ifference 
across the entrance because of s tack effect. 
Under this condition there would be no leak
age through the entrance, but the total excess 
supply air required on the entrance floor woul d 
be about equal to the total air infiltration with
out pressu r ization (Figure 1); infiltration on 
other floors would be about one th ird of the 
original total , so that the penalty in h igher 
heating costs would be considerably less than 
with uniform pressuriza tion . 

Again, stack effect is not e liminated ; but 
the d istribution of pressure differences across 
both exterior and interior separa tions is altered. 
The normal upward flow of air in the b u ild ing 
is augmented by that supplied to the first floor. 
P ressure differences across exterior walls at 
upper levels are increased on ly slightly, bu t 
the pressure d ifferences across the lower floor 
separations and across stairwell and e levator 
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doors at the ground floor level are substa n
tially increased. In high buildings, these pres
sure differences would be excessive unless ad
dition al separations, su ch as vestibule entran
ces, were incorpora ted a round the shafts. 

In theory, a mechanical ventilation system 
coul d be designed to minimize pressure diffe r
e nce across the exterior wall of each storey 
by providing an excess of a ir supply to lower 
floors and an excess of exhaust from uppe r 
o nes (see CBD 1 04, Figure 1 c). Under this 
conditi on , all of the pressure difference from 
stack effect would be taken across the floor 
separations and the walls of any intervening 
vertical shafts, a nd upward air fl ow through 
the building would be very large unless the 
air tightness from floor to floor were greatly 
increased. Such a system would not, therefore, 
be practicable with out major changes in build
ing design. 

An excess of supply or exhaust air is some
times used to m ai ntain a space at a pressure 
eithe r above or b e low s w:co unding areas in 
o rder to control the m ovemen t of contaminants 
to o r from the space. This technique may have 
some application in the control of smoke 
movement in buildings, either to maintain 
some sp aces sm oke free , or to minimize smoke 
transfer from a fire zone to other occupied 
parts of the building. The design of such a sys
tem would requ ire careful consideration of the 
air tightness characteristics of the spaces under 

fire conditions, and integration with the over
al l fire safety plan for the building. 

Summary 
Stack effect in buildings cannot be avoided, 

b ut it can be modified by design if its nature is 
recognized. In current buildings a large part of 
the pressure difference ca used by stack effect 
is taken across the exterior w a lls at upper and 
lower levels; the wall and its components a nd 
entrances must therefore be designed to ac
commodate it if seriou s problems are to be 
avoided . The pressure differences across inte
rior separations are generally smaller, but they 
can be excessive across entrances to vertical 
sh afts under certain conditions. Many current 
buildings present a relatively low resistance to 
the a ir flow induced by stack effect, and many 
of the associated problems could be alleviated 
by inc reasing the air tightness of exterior en
closures and interior separations. 

There are possibilities for modifying the 
distribution of pressures and air flow patterns 
resulting from stack effect through changes in 
b uilding design and construction. Distribution 
can also be modified through the operation of 
mechanical air handling systems to provide an 
imbalance of supply or exh aust. This technique 
is best considered at an early stage in pl anning 
so that its effects on pressu res and air leakage 
can be considered in the design of the struc
ture. 

rhos is one of a series of publications being produud by the Division of Building Research of tile National Research Council. 
ll 'na)' be reproduc.ed without amendment as an article in a maga:&ine if credit cuknowkdgenr~nt is made. ArrongemenJs for issuing it as 
a separate pamphlet must be made tilrollgh the Di11ision of Building Research. French translatio•rs of tile Digests are being issued as 
quickly as possible. Vinyl binders ( price $2) are available on reqru:st. 

The Division issues many publications describing the work carried out in the several fields of research for whi~h it is resPonsible. 
A list of these publications and additional copies of Digests can be obtained by writine to the PztblicatiQns S ection. Division of Bt<ildinR 
Hesearch. Nuti-OJtal Resear&h Cnuncil. Ottawa. C111U1da. 
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Finding a Genetic Code 

College Union San Francisco 

Architect Moshe Safdie 
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The College Union in San Francisco is not 
an assembly of repetitive components as are 
schools, hospitals, or groups of houses. 
It is the complex assembly of spaces of 
varying sizes - offices, dining-rooms, 
assembly rooms, stores, theatres, and the 
like. A single component combines to form 
the smallest and the largest rooms. The 
biproduct of the geometry of the grouping 
creates circulation patterns within and 
upon the building. 

The wish to achieve a modular system in this 
building cannot be rationalized on 
technical ; economical grounds alone. 
It is not a factory produced space cell. 

.. 
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although it could be if one was building at a 
larger scale, say a whole college. What is 
significant is that, having established the 
basic system itself, and the rooms or 
patterns by which it can be manipulated to 
form major and minor spaces, I would have 
been quite content to leave the application 
of this system in the specific buildings to the 
students (who are the clients) themselves. 

This is an attempt at a contemporary 
vernacu lar, /Ike the cubes, domes, arches, 
and courts of an Arab village. This building 
is not finite - it is not a composition - it 
could be added to, expanded and changed 
without detraction of its environment. 
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Variations in the program would have 
produced different applications of basically 
the same life. It is an attempt to find the 
genetic code of an environmental type. 
As with the DNA molecule, each life is a 
specific adaptation of the unalterable 
generic qualities of the species. Thus, a 
building system is not only a method of 
manufacturing; it is not only an 
environmental system of organized space, it 
is a process of design, of translating the 
multitude of "structures" or " programmatic 
requirements" , and distilling them into a 
vernacular. M.S. 
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Next time, use Dow Corning" 780 Building Sealant. 
Don't waste time and money with costly call-backs 
... glaze with D ow Coming 780 Building Sealant 
in the first place - and every place after, too. 
This silicone rubber sealant stays .flexible indefi
nitely ... doesn't weather check, crack or fall out 
... and no embarrassing leaks D ow Corning 780 
Building Sealant flows as easily as toothpaste at 

temperatures ranging from 20° below zero to 120°F. 
Protect your profits ... End call-backs by using 
Dow Corning 780 Building Sealant for all your 
caulking and glazing applications ... write for 
data sheet and a free demonstration sample to: 
Dow Corning Silicones, Dept. 12, 1 T ippet R oad, 
Downsview, Ontario. 

DOW GORNING "ifi'iHh'Gii • u ill 
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This specification writer took 
13.1 seconds to find sun control devices 

what's your best time? 
To improve your time, look at the 
soines first. You 'll q uick ly find 
what you're looking for. And on 
the way there you'll be reminded 
of all the other products you 'll 
need later- today. tomorrow o r 
next week. With Sweet's. you 
know the information is there 
w hen you want it: up-to-date and 
accurate. You don·t have to wait 
for the solutio n to catch up 
with the pro blem. 
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More and more manufacturers are 
realizing that Sweer s is not 
expensive. In fact. it's the most 
effective. most economical way 
to provide you with the product 
information you need. 
Manufacturers in the curre nt 
Sweers fi le already know it works 
both ways .. . you s;::we time and 
money and so do they. 

Sweet's Catalogue Services 
M cGraw-Hi ll Company of Canada Limited 
330 Progress Ave .. Scarborough. Ont.. 
T E L EPHONE: 
Toron to 293-1931 A rea Code 416 
M on treal 842-9573 Area Code 51 4 
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What a Line-Up! 

All new Pedlar COLONNAO[Locker 
A school corridor without lockers is l ike apple 

pie without cheese. They go together. But let's 
face it, some kids aren't as gentle with their 
lockers as they might be. Part of the problem is 
that some lockers don't work too well and a 
good swift kick seems to help. 

Not so with the all new Pedlar "Colonnade." 
It has been designed with the most rigid door 
and trouble-free locking mechanism ever. It fea
tures an exceptionally strong double thickness 
door, the complete elimination of all moving parts 

in the locking mechanism, sound-absorbing 
bumper stop, the extra strong padlock hasp is 
tamper-proof. 

Sound good? It is! This great new sturdy, 
functional and sophisticated design will add a 
bright new dimension to all school corridors, 
quietly. 

Specification catalogues on the new Colon
nade and also our popular Model RH locker are 
available on request or one of our representatives 
will be glad to call on you personally. 

®Registered Trademark 
and Regis tered Ocs,gn. 

The Pedlar People Limited 

519 Simcoe Street South, Oshawa, Ontario. Montreal Ottawa Toronto Winnipeg Edmonton Calgary Vancouver. 
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Specifications 

A. W. Cluff 

Specification is defined as "Definite or 
determinate, distinctly or plainly set forth, to 
state in full and explicit terms, a definite and 
complete statement as to contract." 

Relationship of Specifications to 
Drawings and Contract Documents 

One of the most difficult problems which 
arises in contract administration is the 
conflict between drawings and specifica
tions. The Canadian Standard Form of 
Construction Contract, Document No. 12, 
Article 2, Is quite explicit and states that
"should the specifications conflict with the 
drawings, the specifications shall govern' ' . 
Despite the clarity of this artic!e, many 
architects rely heavily upon the drawings. 
With most projects, the time spent in drafting 
is many months, yet the specification 
preparation time can be measured in weeks. 

Both drawings and specifications have been 
found necessary as a practical means of 
conveying instructions for the construction 
of buildings. They are used jointly to inform 
the bidders, contractors, inspectors, sub
contractors, suppliers and manufacturers of 
the full requirements of the contract. 
Drawings contain in formation which is best 
shown graphically, eg dimensions, locations 
and relationships of the various parts. 
Specifications contain information which is 
descriptive in nature containing the physical 
property of materials and workmansh ip 
required to fabricate, erect and install, 
samples, shop drawings and other require
ments. The drawings, specifications and the 
form of ag reement in which the drawings 
and specif ication are identified together 
make up the complete contract documents. 

Conflicts between Drawings and 
Specifications 

Members of the building Industry should be 
vitally concerned that the drawings and 
specifications are complementary and do 
not conflict. Some feel however, that the 
specifications are principally used in 
bidding, the drawings are used by the on 
site superintendent and the specification is 
seldom read at all. This may indeed be true 

and is perhaps the cause of many of the on
site disputes which arise during construc
tion. The architect often takes refuge in 
Article 2 of the Construction Contract which 
states th at the contract documents are 
complementary and what is called for in any 
one (document) shall be binding as if called 
for by all. The result is disagreement on cost 
and general dissatisfaction with contract 
administration. 

Items Specified but not on Drawings 

Where items are specified but not shown on 
drawings the contractor is unsure where 
they are to be installed. This may be the 
result of using old specifications not written 
for the job and suggests carelessness on the 
part of the architect. This casts doubt on the 
remainder of his work. 

Described in Detail on Drawings and also 
In Specifications 

This is a duplication and there is usually 
discrepancy in the detailed description. For 
efficiency this can be avoided by a clear 
understanding of the items which should 
appear in the specification and those in the 
drawings. 

Duplication in More than One Part of the 
Specification 

This creates confusion and may result in two 
sub-contractors including the work in their 
prices, giving a higher than necessary job 
cost. With the emphasis given to specifica
tions in the construction contract there is a 
need to improve the present standards and 
the importance given to specification writing 
by architects. 

Types of Speci fications 

Descriptive Specifications 

These are the common form of specifications 
in current use and describe in detail the 
materials to be used and the workmanship 
required and were evolved from the older 
crafts of concrete, masonry, carpentry, 
plastering, etc. By describing the method in 

Technical 
Technique 

which the contractor performs his work we 
attempt to control the end result. The BCP 
describes the basic ararngement of 
specifications and provides a table of 
contents for construction specifications 
summarized as fo llows:-

The specification is divided into 16 major 
groups for convenience of location and 
indexing. These groups or divisions remain 
constant and are sub-divided into sections. 
The sections are not fixed by title or number, 
however, these are always to be found in the 
same division of the specification. The major 
d ivisions are as fo llows:-

Division 1 - General Requirements 
Division 2 - Site Work 
Division 3 - Concrete 
Division 4 - Masonry 
Division 5 - Metals (Architectural & 

Structural) 
Division 6 - Woodwork 
Division 7 - Moisture Protection 
Division 8 - Doors, Glass & Windows 
Division 9- Finishes 
Division 10 - Specialties 
Division 11 - Equipment 
Division 12 - Furnishings 
Division 13 - Special Construction 
Division 14 - Conveying Systems 
Division 15 - Mechanical 
Division 16 - Electrical 

The question of which information belongs 
on the drawings and which in the specifica
tion is under consideration by some offices 
as new reproduction techniques enable 
specificat ion requirements to be printed on 
the sheets of drawings. This has the 
advantage of placing both the graphic and 
the written requirements, side by side. It 
would appear that additional specification 
clauses will still be required and the use of a 
standard format is essential for easy 
reference by al l parties concerned in the 
contract. 

Performance Specifications 

A performance specification is one which 
specifies the end result by formulating the 
criteria for its accomplishments. It describes 
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So unique it's patented. 
This exclusive Tremco Vision Strip digs its fins into a layer of Mono Sealant for a 
secure barrier against moisture. On the outside, Tremco 440 Tape adheres firmly to 
the glass for another tight seal. 

Together, these three components of the Tremco Glazing System give windows 
100% leak-proof security for twenty years or more. Besides, they look great. Sight

lines stay clean and uniform with tape and vision strip that come 
in a cho ice of colors t o match your sash. 

Speci fy the Tremco Glazing System and you've got the econ
omy of a tape, the security of a sealant, and the attractiveness 

of gasketing for any sash you 
choose. Your Tremco man can 
help you add the finishing 
touches to most sealant specifi
cations. His professional assist
ance- and Tremco's forty years 
of sealant experience- can help 
you design enduring beauty into 
any application. 

Want more information? Ask 
us to send your Tremco man. 
He's got a color-sample ki t so 
you can see our great new shape 
right in your office. 

THE TR£mco mAnUFACTURinG COmPAnY 
(CAnADA) LTD. 



Specifications 

the result to be achieved and the methods to 
be used. When a situation occurs where 
existing materials and methods will not 
achieve the required result, a specification 
for the performance required can be written 
stating what the product must do. 

It has been suggested that the manufacturer 
with his detai led knowledge of materials and 
funds available for research and develop
ment, may be in the best position to carry 
out the required research in o rder to provide 
a suitable material. The burden of achieving 
this result however together with any 
necessary testing and other procedures, 
rests with the manufacturer and not with the 
specifying authority. This approach in the 
use of performance specifications is being 
used in connection with the "systems" 
app roach to building. 

The Metropolitan Toronto School Board 
Study of Education Facilities (SEF2) has 
divided the total building process Into a 
number of sub-systems. Detailed user 
requirements3 have been developed and 
from these performance specifications for 
each sub-system were produced. 

The performance specification and sub
system does not correspond with the 
traditional building trade divisions and 
requires the sub-system bidder to accept 
complete responsibility for all trades 
included in the tendered sub-system. In the 
SEF program the following divisions or sub
systems have been used. 

Sub-system # 1 -Structure ... floor and 
roof deck, spanning members, columns, etc. 
Sub-system #2- Atmosphere ... heating, 
cooling, ventilating, etc. 
Sub-system # 3 - Lighting ... Ceiling: 
Lighting fixtures, fireproofing, acoustic 
insulation, etc. 
Sub-system #4 - Interior Space Divisions 
... Doors, panels, partitions, etc. 
Sub-system #5 - Vertical Skin .. . Walls, 
insulation, windows, doors, etc. 
Sub-system # 6- Plumbing .. . Fixtures. 
drainage, hose cabinets, washroom 
accessories, etc. 
Sub-system #7 - Electric-Electronic . . . 

\ 
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~ 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Distribut ion, lighting panels, sockets, f ire 
alarm, public addres3, telephone, television, 
etc. 
Sub-system #8- Casework ... Cupboards, 
counters, benches, shelving, etc. 
Sub-system #9 - Roofing ... Roof covering, 
vapor barrier, insulation, flashings, etc. 
Sub-system # 10 - Interior Finishing . .. 
Floor fin ishes, special coatings, paintings, 
etc. 

The above sub-systems, together with site 
work and other items stipulated as "non 
system", together make up the total building 
process. The development of performance 
specifications requires extreme care and 
success depends upon a receptive atti tude 
towards change. It is hoped that 
performance specifications may provide the 
required link to Improve the co-ordination of 
the various members of the building 
industry. 

Automated Specifications 

By the use of a master specification which is 

reproduced on a magnetic tape and edited 
as required by the specification writer, it has 
been suggested that the production of 
specifications can be greatly simplified. 
The major advantages are the reduction in 
typing errors and the elimination of proof 
reading. The most advanced equipment 
uses a computer which is capable o f doing 
almost anything; however, the key to its use 
lies in the preparation of suitable master 
specifications and these must be geared to 
the practice of each individual office. It is 
suggested that there is no master 
specification which will suit all offices; they 
must be custom designed for the particular 
needs of each office and the type of work 
undertaken. In some sections of the 
specification the use of manufacturer's 
catalogue numbers is desirable and these 
can only be Included in the master 
specification with difficulty. It is my opinion 
that we are o nly on the threshold of mating 
the specification to the computer and more 
significant changes may take place in the 
building industry, making this eventual 
combination outdated. 

Conclusion 

The vital need for improved communication 
in construction has become essential. 
Architects with pride and confidence in the 
abilities of their profession must take the 
lead in improving communication by 
providing clear, concise, positive drawings 
and specifications. Other methods of 
communication should be used as these 
become available but there is little excuse 
for the present inconsistencies which exist 
within the documents which together make 
up the construction contract. 

'Building Construction Index, Specification 
Writers Association of Canada, 57 Bloor 
Street West, Toronto. $2.00 
2Educational Specifications & User 
Requirements for Elementary Schools, 
Ryerson Press, 299 Queen Street West, 
Toronto, 2B. 
lMetropolitan Toronto School Board, Study 
of Educational Facilities, Documents T1 & 
T2, SEF, 49 Jackes Avenue, Toronto 7. 
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Pro jet 
Un Jouet d' Assemblage 

Programme du Premier Projet de Ia 
Premier Annee a L'Ecole D'Architecture de 
L'Unlversite Laval 

II s·agit de construire un nombre minimum 
de pieces differentes qui pourront etre as
semblees de plusieurs fat;:ons en permettant 
a l'enfant d'evoquer le plus grand nombre 
possible d 'iHres et d 'objets de son environ
nement. 

Les assemb lages devront permettre cette 
evocation non seulement par le contour et 
les limites des choses, mais aussi par Ia 
representation de certaines de leurs carac
teristiques formelles ou proprietes essen-
tielles, par exemple: Ia capacite de contenir a l 
d'une maison, d 'un train ; Ia capaci te de se 
mouvoir des animaux; Ia structure d'une 
bicyclette, etc. 

Les elements composants du jouet devront 
de plus etre choisis et elabores de fat;:on a 
offrir une possibl li te d 'emballage dense et 
une manipulation naturelle par !'enfant, dont 
I'Age n 'est pas determine. P. Morisset, B. 
Bernier, P. Girardin, P. Larochelle. 

A Toy to Assemble 

One of the problems given to fi rst year 
students at the School o f Archi tecture Laval 
University, was to design a toy to assemble. 
It was to consist of a number of different 
forms which could be combined In many 
ways so that a chi ld could make objects 
from his environment. It should be possible 
for the child not only to interpret the external 
form of a thing but some of its fo rmal or 
essential qualities as well , for example: the 
capacity of a house or a train to contain, the 
ability of an animal to move, the structure o f 
a bicyc:e, etc. The elements of the toy were 
to be selected and deve!oped so that they 
could be close-packed and manipulated in a 
natural way by a chi:d of unspecified age. 

Seven of the solutions were sent to us by 
Prot. Luc Durand, joint director of the Laval 
School of Architecture. They are shown on 
this and the following page. 

ll:.t 
·~ 

b1 

c1 

b2 

Schools 
Ecoles 

a2 

b3 
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Husky Tower 

The Editors: 

In your section " Number 4, Review" in the 
September issue, mention is made of Husky 
Tower, Calgary, which most unfortunately 
is completely inaccurate. 

We are the arch itects for the Tower, which 
was finished and in operation since the end 
of June, 1968. 

May we suggest that your "A.J.O." and 

" B .M." check with the architects on 
buildings to be mentioned, th us avoiding 
th is type of "happening " which to a 
sensit ive client can be most disturbing. 
We have photographs and plans of the 
finished Tower and enclose a small 
brochure of the "event". Perhaps you might 
wish to feature an artic le and thus assist the 
tourist traffic to sunny Calgary. Some of 
them might even carry on to our colder 
sister city to the north and advise A.J.D. of 
this current attraction. 

A. Dale, MRAIC, Calgary 

Letters 
Lett res 

Editors' Note: 

• 
• 

We apologize for any inaccuracy. This 
material was published from an undated 
press release. 

AJD and BM 

ready for 

~ui£ 
Cf<~ 
, SimpllcJty of good 

proportion with opaque 
and translucent elements 
to .harmoniz.e with 
your interior. 

. oi!10 

• Dignified symbolic 
accents to elevate the 
mind a~d ~pirlt. 

M 

• Glare-free, efficient 
iighting at reading level. 

Request brochure "How to 
Select your Eye-Easy Church 
lightil)g" and either Co.~tem
por~ry or Traditional ~~talog. 

M~ R~Ml N ~N· G 
CII URCll 

Ll G HJT'IJ N GJ 
SII EBOYGAN. \\' IS. U.S.A. 

can be! 

By using STANDARDGRAPH'S new high speed 
-AEROSOL PEN CLEANER_ 

Standardgraph offers a completely new service 
aid in the AEROSOL Pen cleaner for all drawing 
ink pens. For the first time pens can be cleaned 
directly at the drawing board. NO WASHING 
NO INKY FINGERS. 
1. Remove front holder with t ubular point at

tached. 
2. Screw f ront holder into head of AEROSOL. 
3. Depress AEROSOL valve, when foam emitted is 

completely white - cleansing action is com
plet e. 

4. Detach from head of AEROSOL, shake, no need 
to wipe clean, foam will evaporate. 

Just ask for the PT (Performance 
Tested) pen cleaner, i t's your 
guarantee of dependabil i t y. Car
ried in stock by all leading Artist 
and Drafting materia l dealers. 

HEINZ JORDAN & CO. LI MITED 
42 Gladstone Ave., Toronto 3, Ont. 
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This remarkable little 4.X6"piece 
of cast aluminum can save you 
up to $24,000 (sometimes more) 
on construction costs. 

It's the parabolic weir that's standard on the 
new Wade Meter-Flo roof drains. With it you 
can control with mathematica l precision 

exactly how fast you want 
water to drain off a roof. 

The roof itself 
becomes part of your 
drainage system. 
Excess rainwater is 
temporarily stored for 

drain down at 
whatever rate you se lect 

for your drainage system. 
That way you don't have to waste 

unnecessary extra dollars on piping with a big 
enough diameter to drain off the worst storm 
that will occur in the next fi f ty years. 

That could save you up to $24.000 
(possibly more) on your next flat or sloped 
roof bui lding. 

Cl ip the coupon to find out how much. 

Name ________________________ __ 

Title _______________ _ 

Company _____________________ __ 

Street _____ _ 

City ______ Province _ _ _ _ 

Wade International Ltd. 
73 Railside Road. Don Mil ls. Ontario 

W5 1 

Wade 
Drainage Contro l Systems. 
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EQUIDISTANT GRADUATIONS 

FROM DEGREE TO DEGREE 

We guarantee equidistant graduations of the degree 
scale with Stabilo-micro Drawing Leads 8125 and Pen
cils 8000. Also, ink-like reproduction o f your Stab ilo
micro lead drawing. Even hard Stabilo -micro leads 
have good opaqueness, and a ll degrees adhere to the 
new plastic drawing fi lms. Stabilo-micro gives sharp
edged, jet black lines. 
The Stabilo Clutch Penci l 8-9 w ith " drop contro l" has 
the " shape" for Stabilo-micro leads. Try it at you r 
Drafting Supply Dealer's. Ask us for l iterature or sample 
leads. 

HEINZ JORDAN & CO. LTD ., 42 Gladstone Ave., Toronto 3, Ontario 

Warm 
wood 
beauty 
by Johl. (The, •• , '"'"""'" ••o•"'l 

Johl 's renowned office furniture includes several 
wood and steel lines. Each has its own distinctive 
appeal - e legant, funct ional - desig ned by Johl. 
Johl dealers wil l assist in planning new installations 
and renovations. They may even tell you all about 
Johl's fi l ing systems and movable steel partitions. 

Campus Planning 

Rapid ly expanding University requ ires an 
Architect/Planner to ass ist in the 
preparation of Campus Development Plan 
and co-ordinat ion of work of consulting 
architects and engineers. This permanent 
position with full staff benefits offers the 
opportunity for creative work in al l facets 
of a comprehensive design and planning 
process. Applicants should submit a 
resume stating age, education, experience 
and salary required to Personnel Officer, 
The University of Manitoba, Winnipeg 19, 
Manitoba, Canada. 

B. K. JOHL INC., !200 Jules Poitras, Montreal 9 
Toronto Winn ipeg Calgary Vancouver 
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Advertisements for positions wanted 
or vacant, appointments, changes of 
address, registration notices, notices of 
practices including establishment or 
changes in partnership, etc., are 
published as notices free to the 
membership. 

Positions Wanted 

Fillipino Architect, 24, B.S. Architecture, 
University of Santo Tomas, National 
University, 4 years office experience seeks 
position In Canada. Planning, designing, 
drafting, specification wri ting. Write Manuel 
D. Villamater, 307M. F. Jhocson, Sampaloc, 
Manila, Philippines 

British Architect, Town Planner seeks posi
tion in Toronto, graduate of the Universities 
of Edinburgh and London, knowledge of 
French. Write A.M. Hunter, ARIBA, 6 rue 
Camou, Paris 7e, France 

Graduate architect from University of 
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, postgraduate study 
in Urban Planning, University of Belgrade, 
five years experience in city planning, seeks 
position as junior planner. 
Contact: Aleksandar Milenov, 6 Regal Road, 
Toronto 4, Ontario. Telephone Number 
532-1569 

Architect/Planner B. Arch; Diploma T.P. 
(London); AMTPI, Age 30 with six years 
experience In both architecture and plan
ning seeks interesting and chal lenging job 
in Canada. Replies to B. Chadha, 87 Perry
field Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey-England 

Swiss town planner, 28, leaving Switzerland 
spring 1969 wishes to contact townplanning 
offices specialized in industrial develop
ment, four years office experience. Write to 
H. R. Schwarzenbach, 8833 Samstagern, 
Zh, Switzerland 

Associate of Indian Institute, 36, seven 
years experience with American and Swiss 
Architects-Engineers seeks position as 
senior assistant. Write PeterS. Rodrigues 
c/ o James Munce Partnership, 19 
Chichester Street, Belfast, Northern 
Ireland, U.K. 

British architectural model maker, 28, 
11 years experience in all fields of model 
making, seeks position in Canada. 
C. J. o :ney, 40 AI racks, Basildon, 
Essex, England. 

It 

wouldn't be 

the same 
-without 

PORZITE 

Classified 
Annonces 
Classees 

Concrete, exposed in dramatic architectural form, 
has been used to carry out the unique, prize 
winning concept of Brantford's new City Hall. 
And Porzite played its part. 
Porzite concrete uses minimum water content but is 
easily placed at low slump. Air entrainment is 
controlled; bond to steel is improved; formed 
surfaces and contours are sharply clean and free 
of defects; high density towers permeability; 
maximum strengths are consistently in keeping with 
design requirements. 
If you are interested in what is good for concrete 
ask about Porzite. Technical consultation service 
is available. 

Archit~cl: ~liclu;~.el Kop.sa. 
Consulting Engintrr~: C. D. Carndhers & WaUace Auocialu f .. imitf!J 
Ct!nual C01ttractor: V. K . Mal()(& Construction CompatJy /;imircd 
Concrcl.e Supplier: l(eJ.V-Mix UN.crll!le l.imited 

STERNSON LIMITED Construction Pro ducts Division 

Division of G. F. Sterne & Sons Ltd. Brantford, Ontario 

Hullfox • Moncton · Montreal • Toronto • Winnipeg • Regina • Calgary · Edmonton • Vancouver 
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H igh Park Gardens, Toronto, Ont. Owners & 
Builders: Oak Pacific Hold ings L id. Architects & 
Consulting Structural Engineers: Grozbord, King 
& A ssocs. Ltd. M asonry Contractor: 0 . M. Con
struction Co. Concret~ M asonry Units: Richvale 
Block Supply Co. ltd. Ready -M ixed Concrete: 
Richvale Ready Mix Lid. 

Gramercy House, T oronto, On!. Owners & 
Builders: Greenwm Cons1ru cl10n Company Ltd. 
Arcilitects : Harry B. Kohl. Consulting Structural 
Engineers: Kazmar Consultan ts Ltd. Masonry 
Contractor: New Hillmount Construction Com
pany. Concrete Masonry Uni ts: Richva le Block 
S upply Co. Ltd. Ready -M ixed Concrete : Richvale 
Ready Mix Ltd. 

Apartment Complex at 100 M aitland Street, 
Toronto, Ont. Owners, Architects & Builders: 
Grozbord. King & A ssocia tes Lid. Consv!ling 
Structural Engineers: Kazmar Consultan ts Ltd. 
M asonry Contractor : J . Russo Masonry Cont rac
tors. Concrete Masonry Units & Ready-Mixed: 
Richvale Ready Mix Ltd. 

The Attache, on Shaughnessy B lvd., Toronto, Ont. Owners & 
Builders: North V alley Const. Ltd. Architects : E. I. Richmond. 
Consulting Structural Engineers: A lex Tobias & A ssoc iates L td. 
Masonry Contractor: Omar Masonry Con lraclo rs Lid. RMdy- M ixed 
Concrete : Mel-Mix Concre te & A sphalt. 

Columbus C entre, K itchener, Ont. Owners: Corpora tion o f the 
Knigh ts o f Co lumbus. Arch itects: Horton & Ball. Consulting Struc
tural Engineers: McCargar & Hachborn Lid. General Contractor : 
Brandon Genera l Con tractors Ltd. M asonry Contractor : Seibel 
Masonry ltd. Concrete M asonry Units : Farwell Ltd. Ready-M ixed 
Concrete: A lbert Raith Cement Contractor Lid. 

Markham-Eglinton Square, Toronto. Ont. Architects: M artin L. 
M endelow. Consu!ling Structural Engineers: Farkas, Barron. 
Jablonsky. General Contractor : F. T . Developments Lid. Masonry 
Contractor: M. Rodaro Co. Lid. Concrete M asonry Units: M eteor 
Bu ild ing Supplies Ltd. Reaely-M ixed Concrete: Met-Mix Concrete & 
A sphalt. 

Pragu e Towers, 737 Birchmount Road, Toronto, Ont. Archi
tects: Keywan & Kasslan. Consulting Structural Engineers: Farkas, 
Barron, Jablonsky. General Contractor: Prague Towers Investment 
Ltd. (Owner & Builder ). M asonry Con tractor : Gottardo Contracting 
Co. Ltd . Concrete Masonry Units: Richvale Block Supply Co . Ltd. 
Ready-M ixed Concrete: Richvale Ready Mix Ltd. 



The Forest H ill Apartments, Montreal Owners 
& Builders: Raoul Blou in Uee. Architects: Charles 
Grenier. Consultmg Sfwctural Engineers: G. 
Horva th & Associates. Masonry Contractor : U. 
Tomass ini & Freres Ltee. Ready-Mixed Concrete: 
Francon Li1n ited. 

" Top of th e V alley" Apartment Complex, 
Toronto, O nt. Owners : The Rubin Corporation 
& Mr. Jos. God frey. Architects: Henry Fl iess. 
Consu lting Struc tural Engineers : Reicher Brad
stock&. Associates Ltd. General Contractor: T he 
Top o l the Valley L imited. Masonry Contractor : 
Zachary De Vuono. Concrete M asonry Bloc~ s: 
Richva le Block Supply Co. Ltd. Ready-M i1ed 
Concrete: S. McCord & Co. L td. 

"Canada" 
Masonry Cement 
makes good 
workmanship 

• eas1er 

Green win Place (East) Toronto, O nt. Owners: 
New A ge D evelopment Company. Architects: 
Harry B. Kohl. Consulting Stwctural Engineers: 
Kazmar Consultan ts Ltd. General Confraclor: 
Greenwin C onstruction Company Ltd. Mason
ry Contractor : Village Contractors. Concrete 
Masonry Units: Richva le Block Supply Co. Ltd. 
Ready-M ixed Concrete: Richvale Ready Mix Ltd, 

WU\SONRY 
CEMEN1' 

CSAA&'nPtK 

~-------/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

Open one bag. Mix with sand and water. With this simple formula, you can turn 

out masonry mortar with virtually no mixing errors because all the ing redients 

of "Canada" Masonry Cement are interground during manufacture. These / 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
include an air-entraining agent that combats freeze and thaw and provides 

plasticity and durability. Masons know that "Canada" Masonry Cement 

assures mortar uniformity- in workability, colour, strength, and yield, 

batch after batch. It exceeds rigid ASTM and CSA specifications. / 

Canada Cement 
Company, Limited 

Phillips Square, 
Montreal, P.O. 

/ 
Please send your booklets, 

"Canada Masonry Cement " and 
"Guide to the U se o f Canada 

Masonry Cement" to: 

/ 

/ 
/ 

Name ____________ _ 

Title'--------------- --

Company'------ ------ --------/ 
/ 

/ 
Canada Cement company, Limited Address ________________ _ __ _ 

/ 



Index to Advertisers 

Alberta Government Telephones (IFC, 
Prairie Provinces only) 
Arborite Company (p 72-73) 
Armstrong Cork Company Limited {p 30-31) 
Canada Cement Co. Ltd. {p 60-61) 
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Architects! 
Be sure to see the 
EXHIBITION OF SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE 
during 

CANADIAN EDUCATION 
SHOWPLACE 
Automotive Building •. Exhibition Park 
TORONTO. JANUARY 23-25,1969 
Compare and evaluate design concepts in this graphic display of some 

of Canada's most outstanding new school and university buildings. 

Dozens of schools, represent ing ihe finest in school architecture across 

Canada, have been selected for d isplay by the Showplace's architec

tural advisory committee. 

See the latest equipment and materials for school construction, opera

t ion and maintenance in d isplays by more than 300 exhibitors. 

Plan NOW to attend 
For more information and FREE advance 
registration card, contact 
Industrial and Trade Shows of Canada 
481 University Avenue, Toronto 2, Ont~rio 



How do you keep 
concrete in place 
on a 32° slope? 

Design the mix with POZZOUTH. 
The soaring, cone-shaped roof of Vancouver's spec
tacular H. R. MacMillan Planetarium and Centennial 
Museum complex is further evidence of PozzoLITH's 
ability to improve the workability and cohesiveness of 
concrete. 

Shotcreting was origina1ly recommended for con
struction of the roof which spans 130' in diameter 
and measures 72' to the peak. However, the general 
contractor elected to place the concrete and-in spite 
of the 32° slope- the cohesive PozzouTH concrete 
stayed in place. And it finished nicely. 

PozzouTH also helped to exceed the specified 
strength of 5,000 psi by 2,000 to 2,500 psi. 

700 precast PozzoLITH concrete sections also went 
into this project, including panels up to 30' in length. 

You'll find PozzoLITH used wherever predictable 
concrete performance is needed-on routine as well 
as complex pours such as this. Like to know more 
about PozzoLITH and how you can benefit from using 
it? One of our field men will be happy to talk it over 
Owner- City of Vancouver: Architect- Gerald Hamilton & 
Associates: Engineer-Phillips, Barrett, Hill ier, Jones & Partners: 
Contrac/Or: Imperial Construction : Ready-mix producer: Deeks
Lafarge Ltd.: Precast concrele-Bordignon Masonry Ltd. 

with you. General office and factory-Toronto 15, 
Ontario. Branch offices : Vancouver, Calgary, 
Edmonton, Saskatoon, Winnipeg, London, Ottawa, 
Montreal, Moncton. 

* 

I 
A Product of 

MASTER BUILDERS 
*POZZOLITH, a registered trade mark of The M aster Builders Company, Ltd. 
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